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Q1: Which recreational activities would you like to see offered at Eleven Point State 
Park? (Check all that apply. For more information visit mostateparks.com/activities)
Answered: 857   Skipped: 0
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Other (please specify) 
1. Follow Dark-Sky principles in all development and minimize

use of unnecessary light at night. Limited RV sites with electric
only.  Limited equestrian use away from river.  Informal dining
(burgers, chips, fruit, etc.) in existing ranch buildings or
outbuildings.

2. No intensive park developments such as lodging, electrical
hookups, dining, bike trails, or other activities that compete
with the scenic river environment and natural beauty of the
park.

3. Since the park was acquired for natural resource restoration,
recreation planning will have to put that foremost.

4. Any Rock climbing potential?
5. Not sure about many of the above -- most important, no

motorized vehicles.
6. Canoeing access
7. Tent camping with electric, tree climbing classes
8. need a way to access the river nearby somehow
9. Primitive camping only. This is an environmentally sensitive

area that should be left as a conservation area
10. Hunting
11. As a farm connected to the Ike pigman ranch we would like to

not have a tourist attraction next to us
12. This park is best suited for low key development along the

parks western side with management oriented toward
stewardship of the wonderful landscape surrounding the
nationally important river. Once complete the park should
compliment USFS management of the adjoining national scenic
river with overnight accommodation, interpretation of the
National Wild and Scenic River System and the role of the
Eleven Point as among the original national rivers in America.
Park information should enable visitors to leave the park to
enjoy existing river access points north and south of the park
between highways 160 and 142.

13. Sell it.

14. Youth activities
15. River access, manmade river structures for SUP, canoe & 

kayak, dry fly fishing course / training, disc golf, kiting, 
bouldering

16. Sidewalks for people in wheelchairs
17. Anything similar to Dogwood Canyon!
18. Sell it and put it to use being a ranch again
19. Hunting
20. canoe/kayak
21. river based activities
22. Areas for bank fishing.
23. Grazing ranching
24. Comment removed
25. canoe launch take out
26. Dark sky park
27. An interpretive center and places that are open year-round 

instead of just seasonally.
28. Kayaking or rafting rentals
29. kayak access
30. Wilderness experience - keep it primitive
31. floating the 11 Pt.
32. Please leave this area undeveloped.
33. Hunting definitely should be a major usage of this rural remote.
34. Obviously canoeing and canoe camping.
35. water recreation
36. Canoe/kayak rental/shuttle
37. Floating
38. PRESERVE THIS AREA AS CLOSE TO NATURE AS POSSIBLE, 

KEEPING INTRUSIVE HUMAN IMPACT TO A MINIMUM.
39. Need to leave this beautiful area natural and not bring in droves 

of tourists and partiers
40. Hunting
41. Trails
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42. Natural Areas
43. canoeing
44. kayaking
45. Maybe special use camping (not sure what all that entails.  I

think keep horses out.  Lodging can be off-site.  Mountain
Biking if well controlled.

46. natural playgrounds only
47. No motorized vehicles allowed including eBikes- minimal

impact is a must
48. Clean Bathrooms; water fountains
49. canoeing and kayaking
50. This park is best suited for minimal development
51. Paddling/kayaking
52. Eleven Point State Park is a beautiful pristine place with

interesting natural and cultural histories. These things should
be emphasized in the development plan. There should be
minimal physical development and infrastructure construction.
State Parks must assure that all use planning and
implementation be in compliance with the Wild and Scenic
Easement in the applicable areas.

53. Electric  hookup and shower  house and composting toilets.K
54. floating in single canoes or kayaks; no rafts or inner tubes
55. Pit toilets
56. Kayaking
57. With as little development and impact as possible.
58. Look it's about hiking and camping that what you should used

it for.no bikes no dog no cat but just people only.
59. As close to Nature as God intended
60. trails, allow fishing
61. Canoeing access should be figured out with USDA Mark Twain

NF and the easement.  Why have a park without river access?
62. hiking to river access
63. The ability to float the river.
64. OHV and motorcycle trails

65. canoeing, THROUGH the W&S river easement, w/o new
accesses within that stretch

66. The park should be restricted from competing with existing
venues both public and private.

67. Hunting
68. kayaking/canoeing
69. floating
70. Managed deer hunts in cooperation with Missouri Department

of Conservation.
71. river access including take out points
72. float trips on the 11 point river
73. Low Impact
74. paddling (canoeing, kayaking)
75. plein air art events
76. ATV/UTV trails
77. Night sky watching
78. A maintained float camp. Similar to what the USFS has but

better maintained.  No road access (except maintenance and
law enforcement.

79. Put back in private ownership
80. Low impact activities would be best. If biking, mountain biking,

and horseback riding can be accomplished with minimal
impact to the natural environment that would also be
acceptable.

81. Definitely lodging and venue for weddings and special events.
Something like echo bluff

82. Bicycle trail - Not Off Road
83. Canoeing access if possible
84. Kayak
85. Pavilion, museum?
86. Canoeing / Kayaking
87. Kayaking
88. Less development is better
89. Float trip options.  Float/hike loop
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90. Caving 
91. Only activities that preserve the shoreline and decrease traffic 

on the river. As we have seen on many of our other rivers in the 
state, more traffic (aka camping and lodging) decreases the 
enjoyment of canoeing down this incredible river.  

92. ATV trails, hunting 
93. Kayak canoe shuttle  
94. Utv trails, shooting range. 
95. Splash pad 
96. Canoeing 
97. Hunting  
98. Paddling 
99. Floating 
100. Managed deer hunts in the winter 
101. Kayak and canoe rental 
102. Floating access and takeout with parking lot 
103. Floating 
104. Canoe/River Access 
105. Floating/Kayaking  
106. Canoeing  
107. Kayaking /outfitters 
108. Opportunities for locals to be allowed to drive into the park 

and not be excluded from park enjoyment 
109. Water floating 
110. Public swimming access at 142 bridge 
111. Ham radio Parks on the Air accommodations. 
112. Cattle Ranching 
113. Any activities should meet conservation easement 

requirements 
114. canoe boat launch, camping wouldn't have to be full hookup 

(though that is nice), but at least electric. 
115. Paddling 
116. Canoeing 

117. Motorcycle and UTV routes 
118. Leave the park as primitive as possible 
119. Keep it simple  
120. Hunting 
121. Sale land  
122. River Access for non-motorized vessels (ie canoes, kayaks) 
123. Kayaking  
124. Floating/kayaking 
125. Floating (put in, take out 
126. Swimming in the Eleven Point at the old ferry is routinely 

used by canoeist and is an excellent location 
127. Floating  
128. Archery hunting 
129. Maintain dark skys.  River access and allow for primitive 

riverside (canoe) camping.  
130. Basic Cabins, Yurts 
131. Pool 
132. Boat put in or takeout swimming  
133. Floating (unsure if possible) 
134. Add a minimum volt toilets 
135. Kayak - Canoe access 
136. Quail mgt. and quail dog trials 
137. Is there an opportunity for canoeing and kayaking? 
138. The main lodge would make a great visitor center/museum.  

The massive barn could make a great event/wedding 
location.  Also, an annual Beatles Festival in the fall would be 
a great way to extend the tourist season and honor the 
history of the property. 

139. Hunting, foraging, metal detecting, rock hounding 
140. Small game hunting/archery hunting  
141. Canoe and Kayaking 
142. Canoe/Kayak 
143. Hunting 
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144. Canoeing, Kayaking, and Standup-Paddleboarding!
145. handicapped/ADA accessible hiking trails, small museum of

historical artifacts from the area
146. canoe and kayak
147. Floating
148. Kayaking
149. Floating
150. swim areas,  access to entry/take-out points for

canoes/kayaks
151. floating
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Q2: What infrastructure and amenities would you like to see 
developed at Eleven Point State Park? *  

1. Playground, horse camp  
2. Wi-Fi, dining, options for purchase or rent 
3. Day use shelters and full-service restrooms 
4. Limited concrete/paved roads.  No infrastructure near 

easement.  Flush and vault toilets.  Camp store with snacks. 
Follow Dark-Sky principles in all development and minimize 
use of unnecessary light at night.  DO NOT overdo it on the 
scale of Echo Bluff SP!! 

5. Shower and restroom facilities, pavilions, full camper hookups, 
river access for floating  

6. leave as primitive and undisturbed as possible 
7. No response  
8. Safety issues to protect women who are hiking 
9. Broad Wi-Fi, since no signal in area  
10. Keep it simple.  Don't build lots of infrastructure.  I want a 

natural park! 
11. None.  Keep it natural. 
12. Full camper/RV hook up. 
13. Trash cans to discourage littering and toilets at the entrance. 

Maybe the occasional rustic bench to sit and listen to the forest 
and wildlife. 

14. Basic: hiking trails, interpretation, basic camping, basic 
restrooms, picnic areas, etc. 

15. Camping - Basic and Hiking Trails and a 
16. None 
17. Restrooms and shower house 
18. Nice bike and hike trails with plenty of short routes for people 

that can't walk far, plenty of seating along trails as well. 
19. Existing structures for park office, small visitor center 
20. Keep it as wild as possible.   
21. Solar heated Showers/restrooms, internet/phone service. 
22. Lodging 

23. Nothing. Leave it alone. 
24. I actually appreciate that it's relatively basic and primitive. 

MAYBE some simple cabins? 
25. a few rest rooms 
26. Basic camping, picnic areas, hiking trails, interpretive 

amphitheater and signage. 
27. Visitor center 
28. lodging 
29. Minimal - parking lot and river access  
30. Minimal.  Small number of basic campsites, small day use 

area. 
31. camping (electric and shower houses) 
32. Cabin rentals  
33. Bathrooms with running water and electricity. Boat dock’s. 

Concession/general store. 
34. Minimal development would be best 
35. Latrine 
36. Fish cleaning stations, interpretive trails,  
37. This park is set in the context of a nationally important previous 

designation of the Eleven Point National Scenic River in 1968. 
The scenic easements protecting that resource partly overlap 
the new park’s acreage. It is important that park infrastructure 
and amenities are consistent with and protective of the integrity 
of the preexisting federal scenic easements. 

38. Wedding/Event Venue 
39. Improve existing structures and don't overdevelop the land. 
40. Pavilion and electric  
41. trash bags for people who dont know how to use a trashcan! 
42. Leave it as natural as possible  
43. A restaurant of some sort, nothing fancy just an indoor place 

for sandwiches or simple meals  
44. Trails, basic camping,  
45. Boat ramps 
46. Picnic amenities  
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47. none 
48. Lodge with area information 
49. Bike path + hiking trails, designated dish washing sinks in 

campground 
50. Lodging 
51. Some basic cabins would be nice 
52. A nice playground  
53. Horse camping facilities 
54. Campground with working toilet and shower, place to eat 
55. trails 
56. None. There are other state parks such as Sam A Baker and 

Jonson shut ins in southeast Missouri. Politicians should leave 
this area alone 

57. Very minimal. Gravel roads where necessary. Minimal utilities. 
A basic nature/visitor center.  

58. Trails 
59. Shelters 
60. Restrooms 
61. Obstacle course in the water  
62. None 
63. River access non motored  
64. None 
65. Trails 
66. Kayak and canoe rental. Grocery/convenient store.  
67. Music Venue  
68. Rehabilitation of the existing structures is preferred wherever 

possible. Off the river overnight accommodation, with trail 
access for enjoyment and experience of the parks landscape 
adjacent to the national river.  

69. Idk 
70. river access for paddlers, restrooms and showers for campers 
71. Cattle ranch  
72. A lot  

73. Bathrooms, camping hookups, pavilions, scenic overlooks, 
hiking trails, historical hiking tours 

74. Event space, lodging and boat ramps with shelters near by 
75. Sewage.  Water. Transportation, communication networks  
76. None it’s wild national scenic 
77. Pavilion  
78. Public bathrooms  
79. Pavilions, basketball courts, bathrooms, vending machines, 

rentable structures for indoor events 
80. Over the top educational facility, baths, showers for camps, 

running water bathrooms. 
81. None 
82. Place where individuals can camp but not piled up on one 

another.  
83. None 
84. Nice dining  
85. Bathrooms  
86. None 
87. Parking and restrooms  
88. Access roads, parking, restrooms  
89. Bathrooms. Interpretive trails..  
90. Campground hookups.  Playgrounds, restaurant,  
91. Waterfalls 
92. Any 
93. Rustic camping with equestrian sites 
94. More bathrooms. Showers.  
95. Na 
96. Camper hook up sites  
97. restaurant 
98. Restrooms, even basic.  
99. Walking paths, water 

100. Museum of houses on park. They have a lot of history! 
101. Camping  
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102. Na
103. Bathrooms if made into camping areas.
104. Bathrooms
105. Basic roads, multilevel physical activities
106. Wedding venue
107. I would like to see what could be done to attract more Bald

Eagles.
108. A walking trail, pavilions, picnic tables
109. Bathroom
110. Bathrooms , restaurant
111. Please conserve the Bog House. It holds so many memories for

me and my family!
112. Preserving current infrastructure
113. Bath houses and campgrounds
114. Running water and electricity
115. Campgrounds with hookups with GREEN SPACE! Echo Bluff’s

electric hookup area is the ugliest campground ever created,
and it was clearly made that way on purpose. Please, allow us to
have green space, and trees that separate us from other
campers. There needs to be some privacy and wilderness left to
camp.

116. Preservation of the land and heritage of the land.
117. Bathrooms
118. A basic campground and facilities with pit latrines, as well as a

small visitor center.
119. Interpretive youth classes
120. Bathrooms
121. Some nice trails made and look out points of the river
122. Campground with camper hook ups so locals can enjoy another

part of the river with plenty of room
123. Very few roads. Isolated campgrounds. Shower house. Lots of

trails.
124. Lodging and dining.
125. Dinning

126. Regular waterway debris cleanup.
127. A Beetles museum
128. Bathroom
129. Riverfront greenhouse event venue
130. Nice lodges
131. Docks and/or concrete and gravel areas for fishing from the

banks for elderly/kids/handicapped folks
132. None
133. Cleared camping spots with fire rings
134. Event center with a full kitchen to host weddings, reunions or

family get togethers
135. Playground, pavilion, bathrooms
136. Picnic areas
137. pool
138. N/A
139. Walking trails, water fountains, restrooms, campsites
140. Primitive camping sites, picnic shelters, restrooms and shower

facilities
141. Canoeing and camping
142. Good clean bathrooms
143. Bathrooms , trails
144. backcountry camp sites
145. Public swimming areas
146. Recreation
147. Cabins like the ones at Echo (single family)
148. Cabins like at Echo Bluff
149. Camp sites with pit toilets, potable water, picnic tables, etc.
150. Fishing. Picnic tables
151. Some picnic areas, hiking trails, historical information

regarding wildlife and past culture of the area.
152. Campgrounds
153. Pigman ranch main house and large barn for public use

(concession or park run). Pigman bunkhouse for facility manager
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or volunteer/part time housing. Frederick Creek complex for 
staff//volunteer housing.   

154. None 
155. Beatles Museum 
156. canoe launch take out 
157. Playground, pavilion  
158. Turn Pigman Ranch house into a big lod 
159. Primitive campsites, trails, gift shop and dining available 
160. Camping, Floating  
161. Basic ones, keep it primitive so it’s not over developed and over 

used. 
162. Minimal. 
163. Paved walking trails for strollers  
164. Paved Bike Path 
165. Lodging and dining  
166. Bathrooms  
167. rv hookups 
168. Nature Center  
169. I would like to see lodging with a restaurant. Also a store with 

gifts but mainly supplies for hikers, backpackers, and campers. 
170. Very little development needed. Maintain bathrooms and keep 

development to minimum to protect the natural beauty of the 
area.  

171. Restrooms and Wi-Fi 
172. Walking trails signs n 
173. Bathrooms and hiking trails.  
174. . 
175. Flushable Toilet & shower house & trash containers 
176. Visitors center, trails, picnic areas, basic camping areas 
177. Bathrooms and shower house 
178. Shower houses with camp ground, bathrooms 
179. Campground  

180. campsite hookup for electricity, dump station; shelter with rest 
rooms 

181. Lodge 
182. Trails, parking lots, picnic areas 
183. Parking Lot, picnic areas, Trails 
184. Restroom  
185. Bathrooms 
186. Restroom  
187. Picnic tables and shelters 
188. Basic campsites, hiking trails 
189. Trails, public bathrooms, picnic tables, parking 
190. Informational signs and historical info. Preserve natural area  
191. Maybe toilets for camping, but little else 
192. Visitor's center, picnic shelters, camp sites with 

bathroom/shower house, hiking trails 
193. Removal of any invasive plants, and planting native plants in 

their place for the benefit of wildlife.  
194. Water electric sewer Wi-Fi 
195. Dining 
196. Trailheads, and access to the river. River access should not 

include a full-on campground. 
197. Trails to access the river for fishing 
198. I would like to see maybe a restaurant or lodging establishment 

so that there might be more jobs for local people. 
199. Toilets 
200. campgrounds 
201. Just fix the ones in disrepair, Greenbriar and Boze Mill. The 

water Access are unusable. 
202. Jobs, youth program/clubs 
203. Minimal.  Picnic facilities, walking & hiking trails, playgrounds.   
204. Only basic camping and trailheads.  This land should be 

allowed to return/continue in a wild state for the benefit of 
wildlife and primitive outdoor experiences.   
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205. More bathroom facilities, ranger station that can house 
educational activities  

206. I would like to see this park stay as natural as possible. Please 
make one state park for basic camping and leave the trees 
alone. 

207. Decent access to the river and picnic tables  
208. Lodge 
209. Campsites, restrooms, river access. 
210. hiking trails 
211. Minimal 
212. basic trails, primitive campsites if any at all 
213. A few more river access camp sites 
214. I think this park is best suited for limited development.  It's a 

beautiful area, and there's no need to try to make any better 
what Mother Nature has left for us, because it would be in vain.   
I would be strongly opposed to any boat dock, lodge, or more 
roads being constructed in this park. 

215. Some area for picnic and primitive camping, swimming, 
playground for kids in/near camp area. 

216. A way to handle sewage, electricity in limited places, a way to 
keep from getting lost. 

217. If a campsite is put in, definitely a playground and places for 
kids to ride bikes 

218. Vault toilets 
219. Basic camping facilities, access to the Ozark Trail, kayak/canoe 

river access.  
220. Campsites trails 
221. Please leave this area undeveloped. 
222. Bathrooms, showers, well maintained trails.  
223. An RV park would be nice.  Some hiking trails that loop through 

the larger timbered tracts and down to the river.  Converting the 
old fields into examples of native warm season grass woodlands 
and prairie.   

224. River access 
225. Basic 

226. Bathrooms 
227. Only make a few trails/un paved roads, do not waste taxpayer 

funds and ruin the environment like Echo Bluff!!  A few picnic 
pavilion our of native building materials and such would be ok. 
Some full hook ups using the utilities already there at the 
original ranch buildings etc. 

228. As few as possible. 
229. None. Missouri state parks have lost their way. Instead of 

complimenting nature you look to dominate it. Please keep 
devolvement at all parks to a minimum. No one wants more 
echo bluffs. 

230. Restrooms and a serviceable road 
231. Either develop it similar to Echo Bluff, where it will benefit 

Oregon County’s tax base, or sell the property back to private 
landowners. 

232. Bathrooms 
233. minimal, campsites back from the water 
234. Canoe rental, bathrooms if camping is permitted  
235. Scenic overlook or platform, River access that is protective of 

water quality. 
236. A huge shelter with a common kitchen area would be amazing  
237. Camping 
238. Marked trails, limited paved roads, and electric campsites with 

water in campground. 
239. Park office / check in with a gift shop  
240. Picnic, parking, restrooms. The less the better  
241. Keep the river stocked with trout to promote recreation/tourism  
242. Canoe rental. Boat ramp 
243. . 
244. Full hoop up campground 
245. Campground, restrooms, road 
246. More shuttle services 
247. Park store, restaurant possibly  
248. Park or recreational area  
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249. REGULAR DISCRETE 'PORTAPOTIES' SO HIKERS DON'T FIND
SUPRISES ON THE TRAILS

250. Access roads to developed hiking trails and campgrounds .
Canoe access to eleven point river. Lodge with dining.

251. Year round shower and restroom facilities
252. Lodging would be welcomed in this area
253. Shelters and picnic areas
254. Concessionaire including an outfitter.
255. To have the backcountry campsites along the river maintained

so they can be utilized
256. Bathroom facilities, trash receptacles, covered picnic areas.
257. Lodging & camping, hiking trails
258. Camping
259. Rustic Cabins, a lodge with restaurant; camping spots with rest

rooms and showers
260. rest room
261. Cabins & Hotel like Echo Bluff with restaurant.  Place to rent

horses to horseback ride for a fee.
262. Lodging, dining, campground facilities, interpretive centers
263. This park is best suited for minimal development. Let’s come

together to make our voices united as a strong "no" on a
proposal to construct a boat dock, a lodge or additional roads.
Low-impact park planning should include basic camping,
picnicking, foot trails, bird watching, and interpretative programs
and tours.   This park is not the place for more intensive park
developments such as lodging, electrical hookups, dining, bike
trails, or other activities that compete with the scenic river
environment and natural beauty of the park.

264. Campsites (Basic), Hiking trails, Canoe access on Eleven Point
River

265. Trails, low impact structures like a few picnic tables and
interpretive signage

266. Visitors Center - Interpretive Kiosks, Toilet facilities and Picnic /
Day use - Good trail system

267. Bathroom/shower facility

268. Leave it as a conservation area!!!
269. Hiking trails, canoe/kayak access ramp, rest room facilities at

park site.
270. None
271. Trailheads, trail signage, bathroom and water access
272. Honestly keep it wild and scenic as possible. The less

developed the better. This is the only Wild AND Scenic
designation

273. Restroom facilities. Drinking water stations.
274. Facilities that make the park more visitor friendly
275. Please keep this park as natural and minimally-developed as

possible.
276. Picnic sites and restrooms.
277. Only basic
278. Hiking
279. River access, trails, but basic/minimal infrastructure, low-

impact development.
280. carry in / carry out
281. Trails, a visitor center and interpretative kiosks for notable

historic and natural locations.
282. Natural Resource Management
283. Development of nonvehicle trails only
284. his park is best suited for minimal development. Let’s come

together to make our voices united as a strong "no" on a
proposal to construct a boat dock, a lodge or additional roads.
Low-impact park planning should include basic camping,
picnicking, foot trails, bird watching, and interpretative programs
and tours.   This park is not the place for more intensive park
developments such as lodging, electrical hookups, dining, bike
trails, or other activities that compete with the scenic river
environment and natural beauty of the park.

285. Keep it as close to pristine as possible.
286. The minimal necessary for basic camping and picnicking
287. Foot trails.
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288. Let's keep the river clean and natural. The fewer take-out 
points along the river the better.  

289. Educational features, minimal impact to landscape 
290. bathrooms, trail markings,  
291. Parking lots and hiking/walking trails only. NO commercial 

lodging, dining, boat docks or boating!! 
292. restrooms and water stations 
293. none 
294. Bathrooms and parking lots, but keep everything else as it is 

for low impact development and maintenance of park area in it's 
natural state 

295. Few.   
296. Nothing 
297. Basic, non-electric campground 
298. We need a park with just basic amenities as above, so that 

quiet and beauty are the things emphasized. 
299. Keep it as natural as possible — tent camping only, restrooms, 

interpretive center, dining lodge with room accommodations.  
Keep it basic and as natural as possible. 

300. Well marked trails. Bathroom Facilities (composting toilets or 
incinerator toilets) 

301. Basic camping, basic sanitation, emphasis on habitat 
preservation, minimal development and emphasis on 
preservation as a natural area. 

302. Limited.  
303. Minimal. Basic Trails. Primitive Camping Sites. Interpretive 

Displays and Perhaps Self-Guided Interpretive Tours on Marked 
Trails 

304. Trails, minimal sites 
305. more trail markers or more permanent  
306. Basic camping amenities, like campfire rings and picnic 

benches 
307. Showers near campgrounds 
308. Cabins, flush toilets, educational/classrooms, visitor center, 

office, Ranger Station 

309. Nonobtrusive structures since there are already multiple theme 
parks within the region  

310. n/a 
311. Minimal, hiking and backpacking trails, float camps. 
312. I support minimal development of this park 
313. Trails, basic campsites with drive-in access, small put-in area 

along the river for canoe and kayak access, interpretive center.  
314. Vault toilets, interpretive kiosks, kayak/canoe launch area. 
315. picnicking shelters   
316. Please, NO boat dock, NO lodge and NO  additional roads 
317. I would like the state to be maintained in as natural a state as 

possible.  Any development should take place near existing 
ranch structures. 

318. Not sure 
319. As little as possible. 
320. We have been to the 11 Point twice in the last 2 years. We 

would like to see it remain as much as possible undeveloped 
beyond boat/canoe ramps and camp grounds. No boat docks, 
lodges, biking, horseback riding 

321. Playground  
322. Keep it as natural as possible. Any shelter for picnicking should 

blend with the surrounding beauty of the river and the natural 
landscape. 

323. Minimum 
324. None 
325. Bathrooms and trail system 
326. Minimal. Hiking trails, natural/historical/cultural interpretive 

information, maintenance of historic structures and tours of 
interesting structures, some toilet facilities.  

327. Camping (including full hookup), lodging, dining, internet 
access  

328. Minimal - Please ...Protection & quiet are my priority to 
maintain the wildlife & natural original integrity 

329. Shelter with restrooms & shower 
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330. We need very minimal structures and development. Low-
impact park planning should include basic camping, picnicking, 
foot trails, bird watching, and interpretative programs and tours. 

331. Keep it simple  
332. Several walking trails with natural surfaces (not paved) 
333. Restrooms 
334. Shower house and potable water. and toilets.  Maybe electric 

hookups 
335. Composting Toilets 
336. Low impact campsites, hiking trail. 
337. Basically nothing, keep it natural- NO buildings with exception 

of an office for park rangers. 
338. minimal to none 
339. Dining shelters and hiking trails for people of all abilities.  
340. minimal buildings-keep focus on river 
341. a little and few as possible 
342. This park is not the place for more intensive park developments 

such as lodging, electrical hookups, dining, bike trails, or other 
activities that compete with the scenic river environment and 
natural beauty of the park.    

343. Basic camping 
344. Lavatories 
345. See above 
346. kayak launch 
347. See item 4 below. 
348. Toilets. Nothing but toilets. 
349. Outhouses, picnic tables with very minimal rain shelters, hiking 

trails, some interpretive signs 
350. Interpretive Center 
351. Water faucets, (drinkable,) and flush toilets 
352. Just what you see is natures .was 
353. Basic, minimally disturbing 
354. Bathroom. No additional development 

355. minimal structures but well-designed trails 
356. Very little infrastructure, mostly just maintaining hiking trails 
357. Safety 
358. None 
359. None, leave this river alone  
360. NONE. Leave it pristine and wild 
361. None 
362. A wild state park with lots of backcountry access would be 

great--less paved areas and RVs and more outdoors activities 
363. Basic camping, picnicking, foot trails, and interpretation, all 

located well away from the river itself. 
364. Those elements that would support the above selected 

activities. 
365. minimal, if anything at all 
366. I would like to see a park that focuses on keeping it more wild 

then some of the other State Parks. This part of the Ozarks is a 
haven for actually being able to go into the woods and being 
alone. One of the last places in Missouri. IF you develop more 
impactful or group recreation I would suggest only putting it in 
one area on one end of the park. This would be Interpretative 
programs, playgrounds, picnic shelters, event venues and full 
hookup camping and other lodging. I am ALL FOR inclusive 
parks but I am also all for diverse park structures and Missouri 
has such great parks alright that cater to so many of these 
activities that it would be best if we focus on these activities that 
require less "hard" infrastructure.    

367. Pavilions with picnic tables and bbq grills 
368. Minimal development 
369. The bare minimum for interpretive purposes. Keep it wild! 
370. Visitor center, parking lot and picnic area 
371. Hiking trails 
372. Shower house & flush toilets 
373. Any comfort feature would be nice to have. Opportunity for ADA 

access to key points of interest in the park. Primitive camp at 
the least for small trailer camping to big rigs at a RV campsite 
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area. Walk-in tent camping and Camper Cabins with year round 
modern restroom access. 

374. NONE 
375. Minimal.  This place should preserve the integrity and spirit of 

the National Scenic Riverway and, as such, should strive to 
provide opportunity for outdoor experiences in ways that 
minimize infrastructure and the impact of public visitation to the 
site.  It is particularly important to preserve the integrity of the 
riparian area that comprises the majority of the Park.  Preserving 
the "dark night sky" (which artificial light diminishes) of the area 
is very important because of how little of that is left and how 
artificial light impacts native biodiversity that require "dark sky" 
as part of their life cycle. 

376. Basic access to the area but not a river access for boats or a 
canoe launch area. 

377. shower house, bathrooms 
378. Hiking trails 
379. minimal 
380. hiking trails, river access (canoe/kayak access) 
381. Cabins 
382. ADA compliant area 
383. Campgrounds, trails, 
384. Bathroom facilities, drinking fountains  
385. Visitor Center  
386. basic, such as site parking, restrooms, water fountains, etc... 
387. canoe rental 
388. Some roads and vault toilets. Water and maybe sewer outlets 

for disposal of camper waste 
389. The ranch structures should be preserved and interpreted as 

historically operated 
390. Bathrooms and showers 
391. Campground facilities,  river access for canoes 
392. Tabernacle for weddings 
393. None 

394. trails, restrooms, river access 
395. Until the state can service their current parks they have no 

need to expand their liabilities. 
396. Very little.  Bathrooms at campsites  
397. restrooms 
398. Please stop developing our parks and focus on ecological 

restoration while providing basic access as was traditional 
399. A minimum to meet the public's requirements. Please take 

every opportunity to involve local vendors and create 
opportunities to support the local economy, both in development 
and in tourism associated with the park.  Let's make this a win 
for local folks! 

400. Don't know enough to answer this. 
401. Boat ramp, Running water, hot water, shower house, toilets 

with plumbing 
402. Water, electrical hooks, and dumping station with campsites 
403. restrooms, trails, boat ramp/landing, scenic overlook 

platforms/decks 
404. Fishing access areas, Restrooms, basic camping sites  
405. I would like it managed more as a natural area with low 

infrastructure like a basic camping site, hiking trails, and access 
to the river. 

406. Restrooms and water.  Small basic campsites that are not 
crowded on top of each other. 

407. Picnic shelters, lodging, any infrastructure needed for activities 
checked in question 1. 

408. I would like to see some of the existing structures refurbished 
along with newer lodging, dining, campsites, pavilions, horse 
stables. 

409. Basic day-use locations for picnics. 
410. see above 
411. See above 
412. Campground with full hookups, small general store for 

supplies. 
413. Interpretive site, programs  
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414. primitive camping only  
415. lodging, camping, picnicking, trails, playgrounds, 

kayaking/canoeing support 
416. Trails, picnic areas, waypoints  
417. Nature/Visitors Center, Lodge 
418. Campgrounds, a lodge - similar to what we have at the trout 

parks and places like Sam A Baker.  
419. Basic trails and basic camping functionality 
420. Campground and fishing access 
421. . 
422. Pigman home sight 
423. Trails and bathrooms  
424. Keeping the current structures for lodging and events at the 

barn  
425. Scenic viewpoint benches/seating. A place to fill up water 

bottles.  
426. Visitor center, store, restroom/shower facilities 
427. basic restrooms 
428. Lodging  
429. Campground, bathroom/shower houses 
430. Lodging in or near the park.  no need to be elaborate 
431. A river access for canoe put-in or take out. 
432. Hiking trails 
433. Trails 
434. Full hook up camping 
435. Full camper hookups 
436. Vault toilets and recycling and trash receptacles  
437. Restrooms/ covered picnic areas 
438. Rv hookups 
439. Shelters, restrooms, trails, markers, maps,  
440. hiking trails 
441. None 

442. Only primitive campsites.  Hiking trails.  Float (fee) camp. 
Existing Piggman structures to incorporate environmental, 
riparian and river ecology. Hiking trails, minimal picnic sites.  No 
vehicle, bike or off road vehicle access. 

443. Put back in private ownership 
444. For hiking and bicycling: footbridges where needed over 

streams and steep valleys, to allow longer continuous 
trails/routes.  Signage at trail junctions and trailheads for better 
trail navigation.  Water spigots at trailheads/parking areas, 
where practical.  For all activities: at least pit toilets at 
trailheads/parking areas (as opposed to porta-johns). 

445. hiking trails and campsite development  
446. Infrastructure and amenities should be kept to a minimum. 
447. Full hookup camping  
448. Keep the original ones.  
449. It would nice to have a lodge/visitor center built at the park. 
450. Basically, all of them. Echo bluff would be a great blueprint. It is 

often booked for lodging and having another similar option 
would be great.  

451. I believe this, I don’t know fact, if the Beatles visiting here 1964 
would definitely be an asset for this property !  Being a musician 
I had no idea until I moved to the history of this place. I have 
since driven by and even talked to a few of the folks that have 
worked there. What an amazing opportunity for a Beatles fan.  I 
can see a future of beetle festivals every year with a live Beatle 
tribute bands like Liverpool Legends that play in walnut ridge 
Arkansas every year for their Beatles festival.  If walnut ridge 
can produce a Festival the successful once a year based on the 
Beatles stopping at the airport for 20 minutes I believe the fact 
that the Beatles stayed here for 3 to 5 days would be a perfect 
opportunity.    Paul McCartney and John Lennon, look-alike 
contest, songwriting, contests, food, concessions, liver pie, 
photo opportunities at the exact location. The Beatles were at 
on, and on with great ideas, and opportunities could be had here 
I would love to be a part of this. 

452. Nothing 
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453. Basic Campground and lodge with restaurant for those who 
want electricity 

454. Campground related: shower house, hook ups 
455. Basic camping, picnicking & shelters.  
456. Restrooms are always a high priority. 
457. Pavilion, restroom, shower house, parking 
458. basic camping and interpretive kiosks 
459. Camping 
460. Access to 11point and water hydrant  
461. Parking at river shuttle access 
462. Widely spaced camping sites.  Include tent pads on all camp 

sites.  Dump station allowing multiple vehicles access.   No need 
for water and sewer at campsites.  Multiple and easily 
accessible water spigots to fill RV.   

463. Access 
464. Bare minimum to keep the park as natural as possible  
465. Kayaking/floating, RV camping 
466. Access for kayak/canoe put-in and take-out 
467. Full Hook Up camping, all season campgrounds, seasonal 

dining - think trout park facilities, at least 1/2 camp sites first 
come available, at least 1 mile bicycle trail along riverfront, 
multiple boat launch / ramp access 

468. Bathrooms and family/friendly places  
469. Campsites, floating access if permitted by WSR easement 
470. Cabins 
471. Do like Bryant Creek. With just basics. 
472. fhu camping 
473. The land itself  
474. Non electric campground with flush toilets and shower house.  
475. good showers and bathrooms 
476. Cabin bathrooms 
477. Clean bathrooms year round.  
478. Shower houses and full restrooms  

479. Hiking Trails and restaurants  
480. Rustic cabins 
481. Public restrooms and some Ada accessible trails 
482. Full hookup campground with Lodge and camp store. 
483. Visitor Center  
484. Flush toilets  
485. Benches 
486. Shower house for camping 
487. None keep some places wild or we will have none left. There is 

enough parking lots and bathrooms. 
488. Bathroom 
489. Stables, lodging/dining options expanded 
490. Trails for biking and hiking. Specifically not for horse use!  
491. Shower house/ restroom facilities. 
492. All 
493. A pavilion and campground area would be cool. 
494. Trails, camping, picnic area, cabins, handicapped campsites 

and cabins near restrooms, pavilion, museum? 
495. Shower house  
496. Water 
497. Cabins 
498. Full hook ups and level camp sites for RV’s 
499. Boat ramp 
500. Primitive camping  
501. None 
502. Paved roads.  Restaurant.  Cabins.  
503. Park office and restrooms  
504. as little as possible 
505. Minimal 
506. Trails and playground picnic areas  
507. Restrooms 
508. Similar to Echo Bluff but with primitive areas as well 
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509. Canoe access, showers, modern bathrooms.
510. restroom/toilet with showers
511. Bathroom
512. Family campgrounds, public use toilets with running water and

showers.
513. Basic Camping cabins
514. None.  keep it rustic.  The river and grounds are awesome.
515. Boating access for canoes/kayaks
516. Pigman Ranch preserved as an educational center
517. Basic toilets at sights along river.
518. Keep natural as possible
519. Shower house and camp store
520. Maybe some cabins and a small information center.
521. Indian Village
522. Canoe/kayak put in for river access. Restrooms and trash

receptacles
523. Restrooms
524. Potable water
525. Trails and bathrooms
526. Camping facilities
527. Well marked trails
528. Waste management/ dumpster's/ communication/ cell tower.
529. I recommend minimal development, i.e. no cabins or dining

lodges.  Existing lodging options at Alton and Riverton provide
overnight options for visitors and would support the local
economy.  Restaurants like Crumpie's in Couch, as well as
restaurants in Thayer & Alton provide convenient dining options.

530. Backcountry backpacking sites.
531. Actually none I would like for it not to be developed
532. Water front
533. RV spots
534. Infrastructure like Echo Bluff
535. Lodge with dining.  Hiking trails.

536. Paved bike trails
537. None, please help keep traffic minimal on the river so we can

preserve the natural beauty of the river.
538. Paved sites, floating
539. Fishing
540. historic buildings, trails,
541. N/a
542. I would like a nice restaurant in keeping with the properties’

history.  Also, nice cabins/lodging!
543. Clean bathrooms
544. mountain bike trails
545. Picnic shelters
546. N/a
547. As few as possible to keep the area wild.
548. Event Venue// Pavilions
549. Lodging
550. cabins, lodge with food
551. Unk
552. Kayak shuttle
553. Develop old pigman barn and house into an event center/venue

with lodging available in the house(s). Update existing roads into
a self-guided utv tour with scenic views and wildlife
experiences.

554. Camp stores full showers and bathrooms. Laundry rooms
555. na
556. Interpretive center
557. I would like to see a place to eat and a playground and splash

pad for kids to play in
558. Camping full hook up
559. Camping site, picnic tables
560. Trails, restrooms, visitor center
561. We have not been and cannot give appropriate response.
562. None.  Keep as is, it's perfect.
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563. Boat launch, campground
564. Roads/trails/benches
565. Nice restrooms and clean campgrounds
566. Year round restrooms
567. Have a nice parking lot and picnic tables along the river
568. I'm happy with camping spots that are electric only.
569. Nice “primitive” tent camping like echo bluff
570. Public restrooms, benches, playgrounds
571. Internet
572. Just restrooms & shelter or two
573. Campground playground
574. Nice restaurant, hiking and biking trails. Etc etc
575. Full hook up campground, install a ton of trout!
576. The floating camps are not as well maintained as they used to

be.
577. Campsites
578. Rv full hookups and horse trails
579. Compostable toilets
580. Boat launch, concessions
581. None
582. Wedding venue at main barn / house
583. Restaurant
584. Marked hiking trails pit toilets at float access, fresh water

availability, a bath house at the campground
585. .
586. None- just keep it simple, basic camping
587. Easy put in and take out access for kayaks and canoes
588. Playground, restrooms, pavilion
589. Playground
590. Bath/shower.
591. Please leave in natural state
592. ADA trails when possible

593. The ability to float and camp.
594. None
595. Camping
596. I personally would like to see small cabins as an option, in

addition to campsites. Echo Bluff is great, but the price for
lodging can be cost prohibitive for a canoeing or kayaking trip.
Small, simple accommodations that feature HVAC and plumbing
would be great.

597. None
598. Working cattle ranch
599. Some cabins. Bird Blinds and hiking trails.
600. Hiking trails, basic camping, backcountry camping.
601. Campground and rest rooms with showers
602. Do not over build.  One of the best parts of Missouri State Parks

is that there are outdoor opportunities without being
overcrowded.  Don't turn in to Yellowstone, Rocky Mountain, and
all the others. It's disgusting that nature is a theme park in those
places.

603. None
604. Save the historic house where the Beetles stayed.  It has a

history even before their visit.
605. None.
606. Cater to the music lovers who will love the opportunity to stay

where the Beatles stayed.
607. Campgrounds, dining, special event facilities utilizing existing

buildings
608. Full hookup camping sites and lots of trails to hike/backpack
609. Bathrooms, pavilions
610. Affordable lodging for out of town folks to visit
611. None keep it natural
612. Camping and shower
613. Restrooms, showers, electricity, nature center
614. Shower house and general store for campers
615. Camping, lodging, restaurants
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616. Campground 
617. Bow hunting  
618. Kept as natural as possible 
619. Appropriate for the location/ resource.  
620. Playground, picnic areas, camping amenities  
621. I wouldn’t overdevelop this park. Let us be a counterbalance to 

the overly developed Echo Bluff. Allow camping and picnicking. 
Focus on the Beatles history. It’s so unique.  

622. Good, reasonable eating facilities  
623. Easy access for residents of surrounding area.  
624. Campsite, camp store, outfitters 
625. Pavilions for group gatherings. 
626. Modern plumbing - toilets & showers; paved trails; minimum 

stairs. 
627. Lodge similar to Echo Bluff 
628. Full development with lodge, restaurant, and opportunities for 

locals to enjoy the ranch as they once did. 
629. Shower House/bathrooms for camping area. Efficiency camper 

cabins. Volleyball pits, horse shoes pits, grills/picnic tables 
630. General store, maybe a restaurant  
631. lodging and dining inside the original house areas for hiking, 

etc 
632. Food lodging  
633. None 
634. Although I understand that certain structures are necessary to 

help manage state parks I hope that NO structures would be 
build along the river, bottomland, or river corridor. This includes 
primitive camping, but especially lodges or visitor centers. I 
think we could use existing structures or already cleared land for 
the vast majority of what needs to be accomplished. Vegetation 
could also be built up around a campground although it may 
take several years instead of clearing land for a campground.  

635. Hiking trails 
636. Lodging and dining in the “big house” 

637. Campsites 
638. Lodging 
639. Full hook up campground 
640. Picnic shelter area with nearby playground.  Information about 

the history of the ranch as well as outbuildings along Eleven 
Point River (the boathouse on the river).  It would be nice to have 
a stopping point with restrooms for when you’re floating from 
Riverton to the Narrows. 

641. Roads adequate for bringing rvs in  
642. Na 
643. A campground 
644. Toilets, picnic places 
645. Limit the size of the RV's allow in the park to 50' or less in 

total. This is such a pristine area that infrastructure and 
development should be as unintrusive as possible. Please -no 
rolling cities allowed!  

646. Camping primitive and rv.  Shower house. Backcountry 
backpacking campsites.  

647. shitters 
648. Put in/ take out for canoeing / kayaking.  campground. toilets. 

shelter house 
649. None 
650. Basic camp sites 
651. Maybe a nice lodge and cabins 
652. Cattle Ranch or just sell it and stop wasting valuable resources 

to build a park that will bot see the visitors you project with fake 
numbers.  

653. Bathrooms 
654. If the park is going to attract visitors, it needs to have it's own 

emergency services so as not to be a drain on local resources 
655. Dining lodge/welcome center 
656. Camping, mountain biking 
657. Low impact infrastructure, water system for clean drinking 

water 
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658. Rural Water 
659. I would like to see a number of camp sites dedicated to 

primitive or tent camping. Preferably in a wooded setting. Camp 
grounds like Echo Bluff are fine for RV camping, but there is a 
need for tent camping sites that don’t form a small city. Not 
everyone wants to go out to the wilderness and camp next to 
100 other people.  I would also like to see some off road 
biking/mountain biking trails. 

660. Very little.  Conserve the area with very little or no construction  
661. Camping - bathrooms  
662. Camping  
663. Leave things natural 
664. Minimal 
665. Just basic camping with toilets. no RV parks with power.  
666. Camp store/lodge areas for some amenities like forgotten 

grocers if you have a campground.  Canoe boat launch(es) - 
maybe 2, one at the upstream end of property and another at 
the downstream end so that one can easily make a short trip. 

667. Interpretative programs. Historic and nature. Modern amenities 
while still oerserving the scenic easement of 11 point river. 

668. Campgrounds along river for overnight paddlers 
669. Trails 
670. Food 
671. Visitors center 
672. Canoe access 
673. Pit toilets only 
674. Structural updates and upkeep  
675. Pavilions  
676. Water & electric  
677. Bathrooms Showers 
678. Basic camp, mountain bike / hike trails 
679. Developed campgrounds for tents only 
680. Vault toilets, electric for camping trailers, & septic for dumping 

black water tanks 

681. cabins 
682. restrooms 
683. Nothing grand like Echo Bluff. Think smaller, like restore ranch 

buildings for interpretive use and/or lodging. 
684. Living Building Challenge certified  
685. Pavilion for small groups, pavilion for large groups 
686. As little development as possible  
687. Paved roads and ATV trails 
688. Basic amenities - campground, picnic shelter, river access 

point for non-motorized craft. 
689. Minimal 
690. Some off-road trails and some paved  
691. canoe/kayak access 
692. information kiosk, pit toilets, fire pits 
693. Restroom  
694. Campground, hiking trails 
695. Campsites, potable water 
696. Restrooms and wifi 
697. Toilets, parking areas, basic camping  
698. Power good roads 
699. bathrooms  
700. Ramp or dock on river with road or trail up to campground 
701. None 
702. Playgrounds frisbee golf  
703. Trails and amenities related to camping. 
704. Boat access 
705. Float trip abilities  
706. None 
707. Restrooms  
708. Boat ramp 
709. restrooms, parking, scenic sites, photography blinds 
710. None leave it alone. U will just screw it up.  
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711. Backpacking trails 
712. Minimalistic.  Good roads, good bathrooms and shower houses.  

Waterlines.  Spaced out tent camping. 
713. Flat walking/bike trails 
714. Bathrooms  
715. Walking/outhouses/camping  
716. As little as possible  
717. Plenty of restrooms closer to one another. I'm getting old. :) 
718. Water, restrooms 
719. Electric water sewer 
720. Trout hatchery, dining hall, campground, cabins, lodge 
721. Put in / take out 
722. Kayak access. Lodging at pigman house ranch 
723. Leave the natural beauty  
724. Making the river a little safer for kayaks & canoes 
725. Nothing specific 
726. Visitors might re-create the Beatles visit by riding go carts, 

horses, and fishing in the big pond below the main house 
727. Bathrooms, nursing/changing areas, water fountains 
728. Pit toilets, running water ,  
729. Store, lodging but reasonable cost, internet, boating with a 

dock, dining ,  
730. Day use areas, bathrooms, shower houses, restaurant, cabins, 

rv hook ups and natural hook ups. Similar to echo bluff  
731. Lodging, campgrounds and pavilions 
732. Na 
733. Camping  
734. A working bathroom at least is genuinely all I’ve got.  
735. I believe things like camping and a wedding venue will help 

draw in people who are not normal visitors. Travelers from other 
states, to keep people engaged. 

736. Restrooms, minimal stuff, no "Echo Bluff " stule ugly lodge.  
737. Primitive camping, trails 

738. Equestrian Trailhead/Camp 
739. None 
740. Shower house 
741. Hiking trails, basic bathrooms 
742. Restaurant, Bathrooms, Showers and Historical/Nature guides 
743. Trails that side by sides or four wheelers can drive around 
744. Cafe 
745. Artists’ lodging to promote the natural beauty of the area along 

with camping and hiking 
746. Pavilions 
747. Minimum, but accessible for all abilities. Build to minimize 

future maintenance and cost of operation. 
748. Bathrooms and river access 
749. River access, cabins, bathrooms 
750. Showers 
751. . 
752. Trails  
753. Campgrounds ranging from primitive backcountry sites to full 

service.  
754. Take care of facilities and make it productive! 
755. Children hunting education opportunities  
756. Water, sewer, electric WiFi 
757. Campground  
758. Bathroom 
759. Campgrounds  
760. Bath house, trails 
761. Keep it just as is just be able to fish river and camp basic if you 

wanted 
762. Lodging, dining, camp ground, glamping 
763. Lodge with dining 
764. A lodge like Echo Bluff  
765. Visitor Center with small store - Watercraft rentals (if avail with 

river) - Full RV hookup - Scenic overlooks - Marked trails -  
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766. Bike trails that are gravel rather than paved.   Boat launch with 
gravel parking lot for non-motorized water craft.  

767. Lodge  
768. Fishing access, primitive camping 
769. Bathroom  with running water 
770. Keep natural wild and scenic  
771. Campground w/ full hookups and lodging w/ restaurant 
772. hotel like cabins to rent 
773. Potable water, and picnic shelter, and trails. 
774. Maybe some pavilions 
775. Bathrooms, visitor center 
776. Running water with flush toilets and showers.  Picnic tables 

with shelters, fire rings. And lantern post.. 
777. Pigman Ranch Structures preserved and interpreted.  Put visitor 

center and lodging at Frederick Creek ranch in existing 
structures.  If you want a limited premium stayover opportunity 
at Pigman I would not be opposed, but no new development 
there. 

778. Primitive Bathroom facilities 
779. Idk 
780. Hiking trails 
781. None 
782. Visitor center ., 
783. Accessible facilities including some trails 
784. camping, rv camping (lacking in the rest of the county), trails, 

fix up the main lodge for museum/visitor center.  Trans form the 
barn into an event space, concert venue, and a place to give 
interpretive talks.  

785. Picnic Shelters, modern restrooms/showerhouses, potable 
water, a dining hall/lodge/gift shop 

786. Think the original buildings should stay and then add new 
things that our needed for public to be able to enjoy 

787. Camping in established woods 
788. Canoe/kayak access  

789. Camping  
790. Rafting concessioners.  
791. "Upgraded" group camping that offers pavilions, electric, 

potable water, showers, flush toilets, tables, fire rings, hooks 
and trash containers.  Three to four of these (or more) scattered 
around the park would be popular amongst a variety of groups.  
If they're not reserved 48 hrs in advance...allow for day use and 
standard walk-in style camping on a nightly basis contingent to 
any reservations.  

792. Restrooms, paved driveways, picnic shelters, access to 
drinking water 

793. Electric, water, sewer  
794. Canoe in camping  
795. Camp ground/boat Access to river. 
796. Limited camping sites 
797. I would prefer to see remain as "wild" a park as possible with 

no lodging, restaurants, etc.  
798. Hiking and mtn biking trails, canoe launch, fish cleaning 

station, backcountry camping, view/lookout tower 
799. Water, sewer, campground(primitive), shelters, hiking/biking 

trails, river access, basic amenities.. 
800. Connection to the Ozark Trail 
801. Camper hook ups.    Maintain existing house and barn for use 

for events and lodging 
802. Low development. Hiking trails, campgrounds in the upland 

areas 
803. Shower house, pavilions  
804. Decent lodge or hotel 
805. Campground and river access 
806. A large clubhouse and entertainment area with stage, picnic 

tables, camping port a potties, fire pits, restaurant 
807. More river access. Particularly for disabled people. Right now 

there are zero handicapped amenities.  
808. Would love to see cabins to rent. 
809. Food 
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810. Pavilions, information stations, restrooms
811. Shower and bathrooms
812. Canoe and kayak ramps and camps on river
813. Hiking trails, river access
814. Full hook up Campground
815. Name an area In Memory Of Matthew Kantola.
816. None. Leave it natural
817. Basic bath house/restroom
818. River access
819. No infrastructures and amenities. At most, maybe a visitors

center/museum.
820. Campground, boat launch/rentals, small concessions (ice,

drinks, river basics, snacks)
821. Hiking trails picnic areas
822. Keep as it simple as possible
823. As minimal as possible. Restrooms and drinking fountains only
824. My brothers and sisters in Christ: You must build public

transportation connection to the major cities. Regular bus routes
would open up the park to HUGE numbers of people in St. Louis,
Springfield, Columbia, Rolla, Cape Girardeau, etc.

825. Campground, cabins, trails
826. Access to the river for swimming, fishing, etc. Campground

with at least water & electric at each site. Bathroom/shower
houses in campground. Dump station

827. Restrooms at access points.  Trash receptacles.
828. single track mtn. biking network of trails
829. Day use and overnight
830. all the regular stuff, campsites close to the river
831. All weather showers/restrooms. Boat ramps.  Handicap

accessible opportunities to at least view, and perhaps bank fish,
the Eleven Point.

832. Launch facilities for watercraft
833. Restrooms, restaurant, canoe rental

834. campground with full hookups
835. Good river access for kayaks/canoes to be put in
836. Campground, lodge, and nature center
837. Fire rings for backpacking over night
838. Canoe, floating rentals
839. Hike/bike trails along the creek and river. Backpacking

campsites to be accessed by hiking or biking. A place for nature
programs to take place.

840. I would enjoy lodging and food for an extended stay.
841. Water roads
842. facilities for healthy and handicapped
843. Some camping sites
844. I like the idea of the park not having a ton of infrastructure.

Maybe just a few public access canoe launch areas, and
camping areas with vault toilets.

845. Electric, water, sewer, showers, pavilions
846. Campground with electric, and water
847. Nice Campground along river
848. Bathrooms, drinking water outlets, RV hookups, primitive

camping areas
849. We love Bennett Spring SP and Echo Bluff SP
850. Hiking trails, canoe launch. Visitor center with history.
851. Water, electric and nice bathroom facilities.  Mountain bike

trails.
852. Bathrooms and Showers. Access to electricity. Charging

stations for cars.
853. Picnic areas with restrooms or at a minimum vault toilets,

camping areas with potable water/restroom/shower houses
854. Trails, basic camping outhouses and showers.
855. Campground with a showerhouse.
856. Full hook up campground
857. Visitor center
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Q3: Which themes would you like to see interpreted at Eleven Point State park? (Check 
all that apply)
Answered: 857   Skipped: 0

68.49%

65.23%

63.94%

60.21%

55.31%

45.51%

44.46%

35.59%

30.11%

22.05%

5.25%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Scenic Natural Features and Landscapes

Native Flora and Fauna

Pre-contact History (Osage Indians and their Ancestors)

Designation of the Eleven Point River as a National Wild and Scenic River in
1968

Early Homesteads and Mills

Natural Resource Management

Euroamerican Settlement in the Ozarks (Early 1800s)

Significant Historic and Pre-contact Resources

The Beatles Visit to the Pigman Ranch in 1964

Cultural Resource Management

Other
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Other (please specify) 
1. Re Beatles: I went to the St. Louis concert in 1964 and have 

seen some wonderful photos of the Beatles riding horses and 
etc. during their visit.  Re National Wild & Scenic River 
designation:  the importance of preserving the easement 
should be stressed. 

2. It will be especially important to honor and maintain the 
integrity of the USFS easement along the river. 

3. Dark sky resources. 
4. Don't destroy the natural beauty of this area just because the 

Beatles stayed there a couple of days 
5. Leave it alone  
6. It would be great to have a park that focuses on Music in the 

Ozarks. 
7. Shared role of the federal and state agencies in protection of 

the national river resource. 
8. Working cattle ranch again  
9. I don’t believe the Beatles should even be on the survey as it 

has nothing to do with our Ozark history they probably didn’t 
even remember being here  

10. Missouri tropical  
11. Enhance the beauty, don't just let it grow up. 
12. Cattle Ranching 
13. Grazing ranching non public use 
14. All the history 
15. Site-specific agrarian history  
16. Common sense prevails over Republican idiocy  
17. Make folks aware of the scenic easement and its importance to 

protecting the Eleven Point River and those floating it.   
18. Please keep things as natural as possible  
19. Please leave this area undeveloped. 
20. wilderness camping skills training camp events also at same 

time investigate a small demo area of hydro power like the 
ones experimented with on the Mississippi river that do not 
require dams. 

21. The less the better  
22. Restoration of glades and savanna. Cuivre river state park is 

exceptional example, hats off to those managers! 
23. None  
24. Not sure what cultural resources exist on the site 
25. Leave as a conservation area!!! 
26. The theme is already there as the great outdoors- perfect in it's 

current state only minimal impact use 
27. Stress the natural beauty and enhance the possibility of 

returning to natural state 
28. It should be a Low-Impact Park.  This park is NOT a place for 

more intensive park developments. 
29. All development should be confined to ranch structure areas.  

Some interpretive signs could be placed outside the ranch 
areas if appropriate. 

30. Particular emphasis should be on local areas of Oregon County 
and nearby surrounding areas. 

31. Just leave well enough A lone 
32. None, already has enough 
33. Leave this river alone 
34. Conservation area. DO NOT DEVELOP  
35. None 
36. Dark skies 
37. Emphasis on the native flora & fauna + the natural features & 

landscapes! 
38. I feel since it’s near the ONSR maybe shouldn’t be developed 

as much as Echo Bluff, to keep it more wild. Or if a plan is for 
something similar to Echo Bluff, maybe have it away from 
backpacking & tents campers.  

39. NONE 
40. None 
41. The Beatles visit ranch is SO stupid.  There is enough of the 

11-Pt under Fed and State control. 
42. how the river fits into watershed 
43. Leave how it is  
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44. Keep the park primitive….no boat launches, no resort-theme 
development. Very basic camping with under 30 sites. 

45. Private ownership 
46. I have never understood why the Beatles going there once was 

that big of a deal. I’m from the area and I don’t believe younger 
generations do or will have an interest in that.  

47. Leave it alone 
48. River as community transportation resource 
49. Please keep as wild as possible not much development 
50. Do not pave paradise to put in a parking lot like you did echo 

bluff! 
51. none 
52. To enforce the rules on the river and campground. 
53. Wildlife and habitats 
54. None  
55. Agriculture, working ranches of the Ozarks 
56. Endemic species and animals 
57. Greer Spring 
58. Please don’t build a park  
59. For It not be a State Park that looks like this one. It looks 

horrible. 
60. None. 
61. Westward expansion involved the trails leading through the 

area.  The stores associated with the Turnbo Manuscripts are 
perfect!  

62. The land has been known for a hundred years as either Brock 
Ranch or Pigman  Ranch.  Perhaps the rich history regarding 
JD Brock or Reed Pigman should be considered 

63. biker gangs of the south 

64. Cattle Ranching 
65. I understand the role of early settlers in the Ozark region, but it 

doesn't take too many visits to Pulltite cabin on the Current 
river to realize it was a private hunting oasis for Doe Run 
executives that made big money off polluting our natural 
resources. Sometimes early settlers only had survival in mind, 
not conservation. Maybe we should just stick to the things that 
make our natural state beautiful.  

66. Public use 
67. Sale land  
68. Wildlife Mgt to include species which may not be historically 

"native" but naturally introduced to area (ie via climate change) 
yet not detrimental to natural environ 

69. The main house could be leased as a bed and breakfast as the 
same place the Beatles slept which might draw people from far 
away. 

70. Agriculture 
71. Whatever is specific to park resources. 
72. Somewhere in the park place a memorial to Matt Kantola, or 

buy a telescope for it in his name. He loved that place and the 
dark skies.  

73. Please keep old fields in small game habit rabbit/quail  
74. The river is the heart of the park and should be the main 

emphasis. 
75. Geologic interpretation of the area 
76. None 
77. WE DID THE OSAGE DIRTY! LAND BACK! 
78. None 
79. Access to river for paddlers. 
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Q4: Do you have additional comments or suggestions regarding 
Eleven Point State Park? 

1. I am anxious for the opportunity to visit 11-Point State Park. It
has been years since I have been to the area, but we previously
went frequently.

2. The landscape of Eleven Point State Park contains watershed
hills and rolling uplands, which include topography and species
not represented elsewhere in the state park system.    The
scenic easement is an integral and protective part of the Eleven
Point National Wild and Scenic River, designated by Congress
in 1968 as an original component of the National Wild and
Scenic Rivers System.  It is vitally important that any parkland
restoration and future park developments are consistent with
and protective of the integrity of the preexisting and deed-
restricted federal scenic easements.  As a working ranch, there
are structures and cleared pastures and hay fields that show
recent human disturbances.  Future development should
minimize intrusion on undisturbed areas of the former ranch in
terms of recreational development, with concentration on
hiking trails, basic camping, picnicking, and interpretation.
Sources of revenue that produce sales taxes that can go to
Oregon County will provide some replacement for the property
taxes that they no longer get (after the 5-years worth that they
received while fighting the park).

3. It needs to be opened to help the Oregon County economy and
provide jobs

4. Sierra club recommendations would be a positive
5. Protect this special area, by keeping it natural!
6. Just keep it as natural as possible while making it accessible.

No evidence of civilization except maybe benches and an
outhouse or two and trash receptacles at the entrance.

7. Lots to interpret here, both natural and cultural.
8. Keep Eleven Point State Park Wild
9. don't want to see it overly commercialized, no boat rentals

whatsoever or big huge cabin/lodges

10. Please honor the existing easements that protect the river from
any incursions from motorized vehicles and horses.  Access to
the river should only be by floaters.

11. Kansas
12. This park is a wonderful addition to our state park system, and

embodies a distinct topography and natural history that is not
represented elsewhere in our system. It is tied closely to the
adjacent nationally important Scenic River. As a result, it is
vitally important that the park development respects the
integrity of the scenic easement along the river. Also, the
Scenic River creates an unusual opportunity to partner with the
US Forest Service in the interpretation and protection of the
river and its corridor. Facility development here should be
minimal and low key, geared toward interpretation and
appreciation of the resources. Physical access to the river itself
is already conveniently available just upstream of the park at
Riverton and just downstream at the 142 bridge. I hope that the
park can include a significant acreage of stewardship of the
beautiful rolling uplands of the western portions, with its
unusual species associations. Also encourage preservation and
interpretation of the giraffe rock ranch headquarters building
and the very large vintage barn nearby. These structures tell an
Ozark story somewhat distinct from others in the region. Be
sure to interpret the dark sky resource, an increasingly scarce
asset in our state.

13. Areas within the Federal easement must comply with all its
restrictions.

14. Keep it mostly as a natural park with minimal development.
15. Echo Bluff lodging is always booked--partially because of the

proximity to Sinking Creek but also because it provides the
National Park lodging experience right here in Missouri

16. This is a beautiful natural area, and should be managed to
preserve its natural beauty. Uses such as horseback riding and
motorized recreational vehicles which have led to erosion,
pollution of the waterways, unapproved expansion into new
areas of the park, etc. should not be introduced.
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17. Please continue to honor and protect all existing scenic 
easements during the development of this new park.  

18. n/a 
19. Provide necessary parking and trail development with as little 

disturbance of the native plants and natural areas as possible. 
20. Bow hunting would be beneficial. The deer population is to high 

in that area.  
21. No hunting  
22. I would like to see an equestrian campground with at least 

electric hookups  
23. Keep it natural... 
24. Let volunteers help build trails 
25. No 
26. Leave this area alone. It does not need to be another jacks fork 

or current river. 
27. Handicapped accessible areas 
28. Keep the river pristine.  
29. More trash bins  
30. As this is on 3 sides of our property, and marked “ state park” 

it seems that I am not welcome although I am a tax payer and 
was bought with funds accumulated from the American tax 
payers. Yet park service employees don’t hesitate to come onto 
my property stating they were “lost”. That will only be the 
beginning of my problems, and yours, when you start letting all 
these novices in on this property. 

31. Primitive camping  
32. No 
33. This park should be a key dark sky resource and its 

development should enable visitors to enjoy such an 
experience. 

34. Yes sell it. You shouldn’t of ever bought it to begin with. Let an 
actual farmer own it and make a living off of it.  

35. No 
36. Honoring the cemetery  

37. Please do not make it a tourist trap. Also regular camping 
experiences are becoming hard to find. Would love to 
incorporate basic camping grounds.  

38. Not at this time 
39. It needs to be a little more handicap accessible  
40. No 
41. Make it cheery like at the lake marinas  
42. Put it to use 
43. Please don't take forever in accomplishing whatever is decided 

upon. It's already just sat for too many years! 
44. Would be great for Missouri and our small community  
45. Multi-use trails should be loops that bring you back to where 

you started  
46. Sell it 
47. Make public for hunters and fishermen  
48. MO 
49. Keep it in nature. Make open access to the public. We pay for 

it. 
50. Na 
51. Keep it beautiful!  
52. No 
53. Keep it as nature friendly as possible :) 
54. Don’t waste it, don’t let it become over grown and useless to 

the community first and visitors. 
55. Preserve the history please. So much local history is here!!  
56. Let someone run it who knows what they’re doing! 
57. Don’t make the hookup camp into a parking lot 
58. I am so happy this is happening! I hope it brings in people and 

revenue for this small area! It is so beautiful here and I am sure 
it will be a spectacular in its future developments.  

59. No 
60. Please do something with it It's a shame for it to just set and 

grow up into thorns and thistles!!! 
61. Picnic areas with & without shelters. 
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62. Returned to nonpublic use
63. Make handicap accessible as possibly!
64. I am a local photographer and have family who worked this 

land for years. I would love to be able to use this location for 
photoshoots!

65. MO
66. Hunting options
67. The natural beauty of this area should be emphasized as a 

primitive resource park.  I think this is not the place for 
massive, gaudy RVs.  Absolutely no motorized vehicle trails or 
other facilities.

68. No
69. I think it would be great to use and update the existing 

buildings for possibly an air bnb type facility and have a 
restaurant

70. Partnering with a local shuttle/outfitter for the river
71. I feel that the nature of the 11 point park should still be 

protected and preserved as much as possible although allowing 
people to still enjoy it. I’m not sure if that would mean doing 
some type of fee to get in that way it keeps it clean and filters 
sketchy individuals out. I just love our home area and would 
hate to see careless people take advantage of it and harm it 
after it has been untouched and preserved for so long.

72. I don't think it should be overly developed so it
connects/enhances to the USFS river designation.

73. Comment removed
74. Development as soon as possible
75. Keep somewhat primitive
76. Mo
77. Keep it basic
78. Can’t wait to visit
79. no

80. I would like to see guided nature walks/hikes this fall and
winter 2024 even though the park is not open to the general
public.

81. Hope that the area is kept as wild and scenic as possible, while
allowing reasonable day use and primitive camping.

82. Leave it as wild as possible
83. Please keep the development of the park to blend in with the

environment
84. No
85. No
86. I believe it is very important to preserve the rivers and streams

to prevent private or corporate development and to utilize these
resources for those who enjoy nature and protect it from
overuse and party oriented use. uses

87. Thank you
88. Why is it called eleven point if we can’t access the river?
89. Overnight backpacking options would be great
90. I believe that a minimalist, hands-off approach is the best

approach to protecting this important land.
91. Do not over-develop this resource.
92. Keep horses off the banks.
93. Keep it wild.
94. Please keep it as natural as possible, unlike echo bluff.
95. I would hate to see too much development that would detract

from the natural beauty of the area
96. keep it as pristine as possible!
97. I’d like to see this area preserved as naturally as possible, and

with limited development. Currently it’s a beautiful, natural
escape that really lets you ignore the world and sink into
nature. Too much development will change that dynamic.

98. Again, I just don't think this is the place for more intensive
development.  I don't want to see lodging, electrical hookups,
dining, bike trails, things of this nature being constructed.
These things would only detract from the scenic river
environment and the natural beauty of the park.
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99. It is a vital resource for the SW part of the state.  Glad it 
remains safe from development!!! 

100. US 
101. All access points, buildings, parking lots, ect should be far 

enough from the river as to not interrupt the natural landscape 
of the scenic river with the exception of the campsite.  

102. No 
103. If a lodge and cabins are offered they should be rustic and 

affordable.  
104. Please leave this area undeveloped. 
105. Keep the loud vehicles and people out. Do better enforcing this 

and littering.  
106. MO 
107. No 
108. Include several points for river access with both launch and 

swimming/fishing usage areas. 
109. Leave it as undeveloped as possible. 
110. If the state is not going to develop it, then, they need to sell it.  
111. The site should be developed to attract visitors, or it should be 

returned to private ownership.  The river along this section is 
beautiful and has very low traffic. I canoe and Jon boat the 
section multiple times a year.  

112. keep it simple and nature looking, consider the welfare of 
wildlife 

113. River front camping would be incredible!!! 
114. Development of the park should be complimentary to the other 

State and Federal parks and their interpretive resources. It 
should not duplicate. 

115. Collaborate with the local community, it does not need to be 
designed like the Echo Bluff a state Park  

116. The less the better  
117. Keep it as wild as possible  
118. Kayak tours 
119. Thank you for the purchase and fighting to retain ownership. 

120. Leave the 11 point alone. It's the last river.in Missouri where 
you can enjoy nature, peace and quiet 

121. Please protect the Native flora and fauna. I understand multiuse 
enjoyment, but not at the expense of our unique natural 
resources. 

122. It will be a wonderful State Park with slightly developed. 
123. This park is best suited for minimal development. Let’s come 

together to make our voices united as a strong "no" on a 
proposal to construct a boat dock, a lodge or additional roads. 
Low-impact park planning should include basic camping, 
picnicking, foot trails, bird watching, and interpretative programs 
and tours.   This park is not the place for more intensive park 
developments such as lodging, electrical hookups, dining, bike 
trails, or other activities that compete with the scenic river 
environment and natural beauty of the park. 

124. Keep it as natural and low impact as possible but allow access 
with trails and picnic tables 

125. Preserve & Interpret the Natural and Cultural resources 
126. Please this this as a conservation area!!! 
127. Keep it natural/"undeveloped" 
128. Signage interpreting all varieties of themes are great and low-

impact. I would particularly like to see information about the 
native people who lived and utilized this land-- something I don't 
think we see enough of at most state parks.   

129. No  
130. Focus on low-impact design and minimize future maintenance 

costs/needs. NO HORSES. 
131. keep it wild 
132. This is a great addition to Missouri's State Park system! 
133. MO 
134. Would favor very little if any alteration of the natural state of the 

area. Would not oppose improvements to existing locations like 
Cane Bluff and HWY. 19 campsite. 

135. his park is best suited for minimal development. Let’s come 
together to make our voices united as a strong "no" on a 
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proposal to construct a boat dock, a lodge or additional roads.  
Low-impact park planning should include basic camping, 
picnicking, foot trails, bird watching, and interpretative programs 
and tours.   This park is not the place for more intensive park 
developments such as lodging, electrical hookups, dining, bike 
trails, or other activities that compete with the scenic river 
environment and natural beauty of the park.   

136. This park should not include intensive developments such as 
lodging, electrical hookups, dining, bike trails, or other activities 
that compete with its scenic river environment and natural 
beauty. 

137. I was born in Couch, Mo. and family still lives in Oregon County. 
We want to preserve the natural beauty of the park and protect 
this place from intensive development. 

138. Strict enforcement of proper behavior and practices in the park; 
keep it as clean and natural as possible.  

139. Leave as natural as possible and no electrical hookups  
140. Keep it in its natural, environmental pristine condition. Do NOT 

destroy it with commercial development!! 
141. Simple boat launch or beach area for small boats like canoes 

and kayaks.  Restrict the use of motorized boats and prohibit the 
use of ATVs or other loud, motorized recreational vehicles and 
boats. 

142. No Lake of the Ozarks development anywhere close please.   
143. Please keep as natural as possible.  I have visited this area 

several times over sixty years and have seen plastic bottles, 
beer cans, and several animals and fish caught  up in fishing 
lines and hooks.  Visiting this area should be a privilege -  not 
entertainment.  I am very worried about this area . 

144. We go to Eleven Point because it isn’t as crowded as other 
rivers in this area. I would like to see a basic, non-electric 
campground. We love the fact that there aren’t as many people. 
Please preserve this area for people who are comfortable 
enjoying nature in it’s natural state. Isn’t that what it is all 
about? 

145. I visit our parks frequently, and there are plenty of places to 
have biking trails, RV hookups, lodging, dining, and other 
intrusive and loud activities.  Please help preserve this area as a 
place for quiet enjoyment of the river and surrounding natural 
environment. Thank you for asking! 

146. minimum intrusion —focus on nature and keeping it natural 
and as undeveloped  as possible and provide comprehensive 
education and especially on pre contact  education, the native 
flora and fauna, and geology          

147. My belief is to save the few remaining natural areas. Dark Sky 
preservation is a must 

148. This park is best suited for minimal development.  Proposals to 
construct a boat dock, a lodge or additional roads would destroy 
valuable habitat and lead to overuse of this area.    Low-impact 
park planning should include basic camping, picnicking, foot 
trails, bird watching, and interpretative programs and tours.   
This park is not the place for more intensive park developments 
such as lodging, electrical hookups, dining, bike trails, or other 
activities that compete with the scenic river environment and 
natural beauty of the park. 

149. Keep it similar to Hawn, but less amenities.  
150. I've been backpacking several times need better trail markers 

as they have been stripped occasionally causing our group to 
become disoriented and delayed 

151. Please keep the Eleven Point State Park unspoiled, and not 
overly developed.  We need wild places and places where the 
ecosystem is not highly impacted by humans. 

152. If it's reopened, do it right. Make it a nice park to visit.  
153. Minimal Development 
154. The Eleven Point River is a great resource for Missouri, I have 

led a youth group on a weeklong 50 mile canoe trip where we 
saw less than 20 people in that time, only passed 2 bridges.  
This kind of wilderness experience is not typically available in 
the Midwest. Keep the Eleven Point wild. 

155. Glad to see it is finally a reality. 
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156. I support minimal development and "no" on a proposal to
construct a boat dock, a lodge or additional roads.  Low-impact
park planning should include basic camping, picnicking, foot
trails, bird watching, and interpretative programs and tours.
This park is not the place for lodging, electrical hookups, dining,
bike trails, or other activities that compete with the scenic river
environment and natural beauty of the park.

157. NO to intensive developments/activities that compete with the
scenic river environment/natural beauty.

158. This park should be managed and maintained to insure it
maintains the wild and scenic character of the Eleven Point river.

159. This is a beautiful unspoiled area and should be kept in that
state as much as possible.

160. If there is any question about the negative effect of an amenity
on the natural beauty of the Eleven Point River, and the State
Park grounds, always remember that less is best.al

161. Minimum development, preserve nature, native flora and fauna,
low impact

162. Keep it as natural as possible
163. Keep it relatively natural
164. I cannot emphasize enough the need for minimal physical

development.
165. Seek grants to assist with development and to avoid taking

away funding from other parks.
166. Preserve the area
167. Keep it natural. No to development
168. Please put vault toilets by trailheads
169. Keep it as wild as possible.
170. Keep it as wild as possible. With trails for walking.
171. Minimal development; beautiful wild place.
172. Keep any development minimal.
173. Do not put lodging etc in this park. Campers hikers fishing no

cabins
174. do not overdevelop-leace access for things people can do by

walking, camping, canoeing, etc

175. Hiking along the river is a must. limit development as much as
possible

176. The more you leave it alone the better.
177. Please keep low impact
178. This park is best suited for minimal development. Low-impact

park planning should include basic camping, picnicking, foot
trails, bird watching, and interpretative programs and tours.
This park is not appropriate for park developments such as
lodging, electrical hookups, dining, bike trails, or other activities
that compete with the scenic river environment and natural
beauty of the park.

179. This park is best suited for minimal development. Let’s come
together to make our voices united as a strong "no" on a
proposal to construct a boat dock, a lodge or additional roads.
Low-impact park planning should include basic camping,
picnicking, foot trails, bird watching, and interpretative programs
and tours.   This park is not the place for more intensive park
developments such as lodging, electrical hookups, dining, bike
trails, or other activities that compete with the scenic river
environment and natural beauty of the park.

180. Please do NOT over-develop this like you did Echo Bluff. City
people can stay there if they need to feel like they're in a hotel.

181. Thank youvfor preserving and conserving this area primarily for
minimally invasive use and enjoyment.

182. I would like to see this beautiful area left as natural as possible,
with no commercial development, (restaurants, lodges.)
Perhaps a small "Country Store" for ice and staple food
purchases for campers.

183. More people loved camping and rv too let them have that no
biking

184. Keep it real, not artificial, touristy . .
185. Leave it as natural as possible. Don't pave over the nature and

don't pour as much concrete as at Echo Bluff.
186. KISS principle applies here…no major infrastructure needed
187. Already has enough additions. Leave nature alone. Primitive

camping is all we need.
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188. Primitive camping only 
189. PLEASE DO NOT “DEVELOP” leave this beautiful are natural!! 
190. Leave as is....it's a sensitive environmental area 
191. Let's get it open soon! 
192. Protect the scenic easement of the river and have all 

development set back from it. 
193. please protect flora/fauna of this ecosystem 
194. I think really leaning into the untouched aspect of this part of 

Missouri is important. I also think this would be a really great 
opportunity to shed some light on indigenous peoples of 
Missouri. Most of the interpretive centers I have been to that 
have indigenous peoples information are written in a 90s or 
earlier tone and its obviously dated and for lack of a better word 
sometimes "cringe". I say this as a 32 year old women.  

195. It would be better as privately owned land instead of 
government owned land.  

196. Keep it as natural as possible while promoting public use.  
197. No off-road vehicles, no auto roads, no shooting ranges, no 

electrical camping sites 
198. Keep development minimal. 
199. I am thrilled this park was not sold and looking forward to it's 

development! 
200. LEAVE IT NATURAL 
201. The ranch complex, vintage barn, and headquarters location 

offer staging areas to convey history and interpret much of what 
needs to be provided to the public.  Make use of these areas and 
avoid infrastructure elsewhere in the park except for 
consideration of picnic sites and hiking trails that do not disrupt 
the riparian zone. 

202. The US parks have a plan for this area and I hope we can keep 
it that way and not give into pressure to make it to people over 
run.  

203. The scenic easement must be preserved not just as required, 
but fully honored to the full extent possible. Electric hookup 
camping elsewhere within the park is desirable but only if they 

would not detract from the culture of the park. SP should resist 
the temptation to add more river access spots for boats within 
the park.   

204. All park developments should protect the integrity of the federal 
scenic easements; however low contact visits to the river might 
be allowed - i.e. hiking or backpacking 

205. Keep it wild 
206. Besides campgrounds, trails that take you to the river since 

that is the name of the park  
207. We need to develop the park to allow optimal water recreation 

while maintaining the current easement.  
208. trails are the best way for people to explore the park; keep 

heavy infrastructure to a minimum 
209. Let’s make activities that do t require a large investment by the 

visitors  
210. limit or prohibit new accesses in the W&S stretch of the river 
211. Sell the ranch to its original owner and return the money to the 

state to be used for the purpose it was intended in other 
counties. 

212. Priority to preserving the resource.  No unauthorized 
trails/access allowed.  Utilize sustainable landscape 
management practices. 

213. It was purchased without LOCAL public notice so the park sale 
should be reversed. 

214. Reiterating my comment about developing facilities - let's 
make this a win for the local folks, too, and encourage other 
parks elsewhere in the state. 

215. All around recreation would draw more people to the area and 
would create more employment 

216. It is important to try restore this park back to it's natural 
condition prior to land clearing and other human activity. 

217. Do not ruin the campground like you did at Johnson Shut-Ins. 
There the sites are way too close to the next campsite. There is 
not a need for concrete pads. 
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218. Please make it something worthwhile that will be good for all 
visitors! There are plenty of places left to grow up in brush, 
that’s not what this needs to be.  

219. Please refer to Southern Red Oaks as such, not Spanish Oaks. 
You might the fact that EPSP is at the northern edge of it’s 
range, on the frontier with Northern Red Oak range. Regarding 
development: access yes, massive development no. Eliminate 
fescue. Highlight Beatles visit. 

220. no 
221. MO 
222. Keep it as natural as possible 
223. Please focus on long term sustainability and preserving for 

future generations. 
224. Please limit impact on land and the river  
225. Gather photos and historic artifacts from locals and like me that 

owned it.  
226. No  
227. Please keep development to a minimum.  
228. Any development should prioritize protection of the scenic & 

peaceful nature of the river, including from noise pollution, 
erosion, litter, and river traffic. 

229. Something for all ages 
230. No light pollution 
231. I want to backpack and trout fish, so please develop trails soon. 
232. Do nothing different leave as is  
233. See immediately above. 
234. No additional comments at this time other than thank you for 

the opportunity to complete this basic survey for guidance in 
management of the park. 

235. Please, please do open it to the public. Also, full hookup 
camping would be GREAT! 

236. I am looking forward to being able to utilize the park when it 
opens. I think it is a great thing for Oregon County! 

237. The area could greatly benefit from an increase in tourism. It is 
one of the poorest areas in the state and nation. A park that 

provided good jobs for local people would be appreciated by 
MANY of those in the area. Many people have an interest in 
staying close to where they grew up but haven’t been able to do 
so because of lack of employment options. A nice restaurant 
would attract local people from many miles as they already just 
travel a long distance anyway to go somewhere nice to eat. For 
those of us who grew up there and relocated, it would be 
wonderful to have a scenic place for lodging when visiting 
family.  

238. Beatle Fests !!    .... And in the end, the love you take is equal 
to the love you make. “ 

239. Leave the locals to their privacy  
240. Please preserve the natural features and native plants. Echo 

Bluff is lovely, but it's appalling that the lodge blocks the entirety 
of the beautiful bluffs along Sinking Creek.  

241. Let’s keep the still-surviving tracts of wild land left in the Upper 
Mississippi River basin.    Do NOT cave in to outside pressure to 
allow the use of motorized bikes, etc. into the park.    

242. No 
243. Maintain lands as wild and undeveloped as possible.   
244. Please do not allow biking, motorized biking, 4 wheelers, etc.  
245. If you don’t have the money for funding or the proper means to 

take care of the land I think you should sale some of the land 
back to the people to help with funding for park  

246. Please make it as family friendly as possible we love to hike 
but with benches throughout. Good bathrooms, playgrounds 
would be great! 

247. I would love to be able to camp in a cabin and swim and fish in 
the river.  

248. Do not go in an turn it into the city like you did echo bluff I hate 
echo bluff it’s just like St. Peter’s. 

249. Don’t ruin it.  
250. It would be great to have sustainable trails that could be used 

for walking, running, and mountain biking throughout the year 
when weather conditions permit. 
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251. Cabins - I stay at Echo Bluff and Eugene Mahoney (NE) state 
parks due to pet friendly cabins and trails 

252. Please introduce beavers. Use board walks or viewing 
platforms so people can see their work. Construct chimney swift 
nest boxes. 

253. No 
254. No 
255. Keep it natural. Keep campgrounds, basic to car camping. No 

electric hook ups. 
256. Not another Echo Bluff please 
257. Keep as natural as possible 
258. I hope the Conservation dept. can maintain the natural 

ecosystem while they construct a wonderful park for our 
community. The locals love our wild river and forests and we 
would like to keep most of it that way. 

259. More amenities open during fall Hiking Season Oct/Nov 
260. Make enough camping spots, enforce the laws on the river. 
261. Not at this time  
262. Better phone signal maybe a nearby kinda out of sight cell 

tower is needed. 
263. Remove invasive plants e.g. fescue & johnson grass.  Restore 

the oak savannah upland habitat by adding native grasses.  
Allow the floodplain fields to re-vegetate with native species, 
including cane.  Respect the existing scenic easement held by 
the U.S. Forest Service - e.g. do not build a boat ramp there.  
The existing access points at Highways 160 and 142 provide 
adequate opportunity to float the River (I often float this section 
myself).  Do not allow mountain bikes on trails in the new Park, 
since bikes will cause erosion and will conflict with hikers. 

264. Exciting!  It is an area that could attract more people and local 
revenue. 

265. Protect the springs 
266. No 
267. Please keep the riverways available for canoe traffic while 

reducing liter in the river 

268. Leave it as natural as possible. 
269. no 
270. Daily trout stocking 
271. . 
272. For goodness sake do something with it to help bring people 

into the second lowest revenue county in the state to boost 
economic development. The longer it sets idle, the more merit 
the “land grab” cult gains. 

273. No just excited to visit 
274. Let’s get moving on it 
275. No 
276. Access to the River to launch boats /kayaks/canoes is Much 

Needed 
277. Build a good bathroom onsite 
278. Just have minimal impact to the park 
279. Allow the people to use the park 
280. I’m really into fly fishing and camping. Would like to keep and 

or improve on the trout population, full hook up campground 
where you can float and fish and have your camper at 
campground when done., 

281. Keep as wild as possible.  
282. Shuttle services  
283. I'm opposed to a park anywhere near eleven point. This area 

needs to remain pristine and we do not want development here. 
If so, we would have preferred our ancestors to have been 
allowed to keep their land.  

284. Float trip options and transport  
285. Preservation of caves, protection of bats, proper human waste 

disposal while floating 
286. Don’t over do it like Echo Bluff 
287. Please don’t build a park 
288. I wouldn't want it too commercialized with "fancy" 

accommodations 
289. Preserve, please.  
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290. Do not develop it heavily  
291. It should have never been turned into a state park. The land 

itself has went downhill ever since. It has no beauty to it 
anymore. It is all grown up. I thought parks are supposed to be 
beautiful? 

292. Nice if only non-motorized boats allowed. Cabins and use 
renewable energy sources like solar.  

293. Please leave it low key and focus on respect of nature and 
history with a family friendly education focus.   

294. Conservation, water quality, and education are most important 
to future generations 

295. Kid friendly with park  
296. Bow hunting  
297. Civil War stories of the area. Bob Hinds and his Ozark Frontier 

book is a valuable resource.  
298. If you focus on the Beatles visit, they will come. Make Pigman 

and Ozarks history be on the lower level of the ranch building, 
and then dedicate the whole upper floor to the Beatles. This is 
such a unique place because of the Beatles and an amazing 
opportunity to bring in tourism dollars to the Ozarks economy.  

299. Just excited! We kayak and fish eleven point a lot 
300. Conserve the natural beauty of the property 
301. Please do not allow motorized vehicles (dirt bikes, 4 wheelers) 

as they tear up trails and are too noisy. 
302. The land has been a source of pride for the local community for 

a hundred years.  Generations of families survived because of 
opportunities the ranch had to offer.  Keep the historical vitality 
of the historic land alive.  The original plan was poorly received 
by the local community.  Be wise and include the people 
impacted in the implementation. 

303. Take the DNR out of the loop  
304. Although I can appreciate allowing all people access to the park 

that includes possible lodging or RV camping, it should not 
dominate the landscape and should be limited in scope. I 
personally would prefer something similar to Current River State 

Park. The Eleven is truly a special place and some things 
deserve more protection than others.  

305. I am hopeful the house on the former Frederick Creek ranch 
property can be made useful in some way: that was my 
childhood home. 

306. No 
307. Keep it natural 
308. Backcountry backpacking with primitive campsites  
309. So excited to see this area stay wild and scenic for now and 

future generations. 
310. keep it wild as possible 
311. Sell it. 
312. Keep developments minimal  
313. If the park is going to attract visitors, it needs to have it's own 

emergency services so as not to be a drain on local resources. 
314. Would like to see classes offered (like other parks) for people to 

learn various skills.  There is a huge interest in the park from 
general public (including areas outside the county). 

315. State Parks division needs to ensure any development plans for 
the 11 Pt State Park adhere to the existing conservation 
easement standards. These easements do have restrictions 
within the easement boundaries.  

316. I love the restoration work that was done at Ha Ha Tonka to 
bring out the natural flora of the region. Something similar would 
be great.  

317. Leave it as natural as possible.   
318. No 
319. Leave it alone 
320. Try not to cut down the trees. No boat ramps for jet boats or 

motor boats.  
321. No 
322. Keep it as natural as possible without over developing it. 
323. No  
324. Needs to be a platform swimming, picnic, camping, etc a fun 

place to take your family  
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325. Simple clean lower impact (not like Echo Bluff) 
326. Keep this park more natural, please! No side by sides or 

motorhomes, please! 
327. Please make a UTV/dirt bike access as part of this park. That 

would be good revenue for people who live near this park.  
328. no 
329. Hunting would be nice, but I am aware that state parks do not 

allow it.  And it would be great to allow fires for backcounty 
backpacking camping 

330. Avoid disruption of river corridor. Upland areas offer good 
camping areas, trails to river and overlooks would be great. 

331. Large primitive camping are, away from RV’s, structures, 
traffic. 63090 

332. Keep any development out of sight of the river except for a river 
access point for small craft. 

333. Keep it primitive  
334. Let's just get it open to the public  
335. Keep it as wild as possible  
336. keep it as basic and natural as possible  
337. Love the fact that MO bought the ranch for a new state park.  

My two concerns are that it will bring in too many users and 
destroy the natural beauty of area.  Hope DNR keeps it low key 
and doesn’t over develop like Echo Bluff.  Also, reserve jobs and 
contracts for locals so they see it as an economic engine not 
another illegal taking of private land. 

338. Sale land 
339. Not familiar enough to indicate if horseback riding suitable w 

apropos mgt; also attention must be given to sustainable 
wildlife, scenic &/or natural resource mgt to possibly incl. limited 
public use pertinent to natural or habitat areas 

340. Leave it alone 
341. No RV centric development. 
342. No 
343. Wild and natural with some appropriate interactions for human 

enjoyment 

344. Rainbow trout will thrive in the Eleven Point in the Park area if 
stocked on a regular basis  

345. Family friendly and cost  friendly 
346. I live in Missouri and didn’t know it excited. So I think drawing 

more people is a key element.  
347. Please preserve it without overdeveloping it in the commercial 

direction. 
348. I wouldn’t call it eleven point state park if visitors cannot 

access the water due to the easement. Seems like a way to 
have lots of upset and confused visitors. 

349. Please open to the public to enjoy 
350. Allowing side by sides to be driven to explore 
351. It should be opened for the public to use 
352. This area is significant for its wild and scenic aspects. I feel 

that the state park could benefit the community by offering 
camping for visitors looking to recreate within the hundreds of 
thousands of acres of public land in the area.  

353. Make it beautiful! 
354. Widen and repave  Y Hwy 
355. Do not spend so much money on it, that you can’t afford 

upkeep on existing parks 
356. I understand the need for modern amenities like Wi-Fi to attract 

some people to the eleven Point River. I just ask that it be done 
tastefully and with reverence to the national and wild aspects of 
the area. 

357. Please do not do full hook up will ruin park u can have camp 
sites like  loggers lake  

358. Make it like Echo Bluff!  
359. Native plant and animal restoration ...include signposts 

throughout park noting native species with info 
360. Can you tell us when it will be open? or planned to be open 
361. Bottomland forest restored. Foot access only to Eleven Point 

River. Minimal camping development consistent with natural 
resource preservation (sewage treatment not privies, but 
generally tent primitive. Restoration of the former cowfields to 
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native vegetation. Do NOT develop for Travel RVS, except tent 
site popups.  

362. Keep it wild and scenic.
363. Keep the river as natural as possible. That’s the best part of the

river.
364. We are so excited to have another state park in the works!  We

love to camp MO State Parks!
365. Should not have to pay to visit the park we pay enough in taxes
366. Walk-in sites for camping with rv spots that don’t feel like a

parking lot, please!
367. No
368. No
369. Many want the big barn preserved and of course the ranch

house.
370. No
371. Keep it pristine without too much disruption
372. There a zero amenities for disabled people. It's shameful and

should be illegal.
373. Boat ramp
374. Whatever is built out, keep the same quality as Echo Bluff State

Park
375. Please do not do another Echo Bluffs, it's nice but way too

developed.

376. Keep the big barn and all cement foundations, weight scales
etc.

377. Leave it wild.
378. Keep it as Wild as possible
379. Keep the park as primitive and natural as possible. For

heaven's sake, no lawn grasses please.
380. The river is main feature, need river access!
381. no
382. An Indian Mound is said to be across the river - include if

possible
383. No mountain bike trail. Detrimental to natural resources
384. One of the reasons I enjoy floating the 11-point river is that

there isn’t hardly any development, please keep it that way!
385. If possible include Pigman Mound archeological site across the

River.
386. Please minimize taxpayer funding of wedding/event centers
387. Keep as natural as possible. We have floated the Eleven Point

many times over the years and the wildness has always been
one of the main draws for us.

388. I am excited for it to be open to the public.
389. Keep it natural.
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Q5: Do you have any comments or suggestions regarding Missouri 
state parks and historic sites? 

1. No 
2. Keep up the good work. 
3. I love Missouri state parks and historic sites and have 

confidence the staff will do an excellent job of protecting the 
scenic easement and interpreting the natural and cultural 
history of the site while preserving the natural resources. 

4. Big Springs needs to be a Missouri State Park with full camper 
hookups 

5. I am in support of protecting all existing easements.  I am in 
support of "no" motorized vehicles access into the lower 
Eleven Point River. 

6. Love our park system  
7. We don't need more amusement parks.  We need to be able to 

see nature as it is.  
8. I have lived near Castlewood State Park for over 30 years. My 

adult children still want to visit every time they come home. But 
they have recently lamented and found disappointment in the 
overtaking of the park by rowdy and disrespectful people and 
have sadly abandoned their desire to visit it anymore. Please, 
keep the Eleven Point State Park as natural as possible. We 
don't need more RV parks or loud party parks in Missouri. 

9. Keep up (and interpret) the good natural and cultural resource 
restoration work. 

10. Prioritize historic places, and make accessible for everyone 
especially people that have limited walking abilities  

11. It's a wonderful park system and is being managed very well. 
12. Kansas 
13. As a Missourian, I am very proud of our state park system. 

Eleven Point can and should be a wonderful addition to that 
system, filling in themes and geography not represented 
elsewhere. It will require skill and restraint to fulfill its potential, 
which I have every confidence the agency can apply. 

14. Those of us who leave the least trace of our you use, suffered 
the most from a multiuse policy. Think about correcting this 

bias by leaving some of the parks in a more primitive condition 
with more restricted use. This benefits our wildlife while saving 
the state a great deal of money. Consider restricting hunting as 
well in such areas as hunting occurs mostly in the transitional 
seasons when it is the very best time for hiking and camping. 

15. Best in the nation! Missourians (and out of state visitors) are 
lucky to have these resources to visit and well-maintained by 
incredible staff.   

16. n/a 
17. I would hope that any access to the river be limited with as 

little disturbance to the character of the natural topography as 
possible. 

18. I really appreciate the time and effort the state puts into making 
Missouri parks a great place for outdoor activities 👍👍  

19. They are awesome! 
20. No 
21. Keep them groomed...meaning mow and remove debris 
22. use the money to upgrade Sam A Baker or Big Springs and 

designate this area as a conservation area like  
23. Take care of the ones we have. This isn’t the place. You are 

limited to who, what can traverse the scenic river easement. 
Much less launch a boat from its banks 

24. No 
25. Missourians are proud of this system of lands and show it every 

time they go to the ballot to extend the earmarked tax. Keep up 
this very good work. 

26. Spend money on your current running parks and let this one 
go.  

27. No Beatles  
28. Please do not make it a tourist trap. Also regular camping 

experiences are becoming hard to find. Would love to 
incorporate basic camping grounds.  

29. No, great job, although let's finish up the Rock Island trail :) 
30. Keep it clean  
31. No 
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32. Make it free for military  
33. This particular park I personally live nearby and would love to 

be able to do a casual bike ride daily for exercise... I'd be a 
regular! 

34. Absolutely love all of our parks and historic sites 
35. Make land public to hunt and fish at will 
36. MO 
37. Na 
38. Please service them. 
39. No 
40. We love to see them.  
41. The October hoster at Washington State Park is ignorant  
42. No comments at this time  
43. No  
44. Hurry up and get something done been waiting years on y’all to 

get something done with this place  
45. I love the state parks and would love to see more valuable 

habitat preserved 
46. Love having this kind of parks in our area 
47. I'm so thankful that MO keeps up land as well as they do. I pray 

this land is kept up just as well as other locations in the area! 
48. MO 
49. I love Missouri State Parks! The quality of the parks is evident 

when compared to other state's parks and the fees are usually 
lower. 

50. No 
51. The Conservation tax is important support for public green 

spaces 
52. I feel unsafe in some conservation areas around here because 

they are so far from any other type of public areas and there 
are sometimes shady appearing people that hang out in the 
parking areas. I have felt this way at both Bose mill and fourche 
lake causing me to not be able to enjoy the areas.  

53. Keep up the great work  

54. Keep on keeping on!  You are doing a great job! 
55. No 
56. Mo 
57. We need more electric campsites!  They are all full every 

weekend.  We need more! 
58. Watkins Mill State Park could use resurfacing on their 

bike/walking path. My dad fell a few years back due to rough 
surface and we don’t walk out there anymore.  

59. better signage and blazes for trails 
60. Bring back the passport program!!! I realize staffing and 

funding is an issue. However, I would like to see visitors' 
centers open year-round even if it's only on weekends. 

61. Missouri State Parks are wonderful  
62. No 
63. Looking forward to visiting  
64. As I mentioned above, attempt to maintain the natural 

resources working to limit the users who are not utilizing and 
appreciating them for MDC goals naturalist leaning 
participant’s vs just another place to party groups.  

65. Keep them adequately funded 
66. We love the parks! 
67. We need more of them, many more.   
68. I would love to see more primitive sites instead of the huge 

glampers. 
69. Love what you all did to Echo Bluff State Park. 
70. I visit regularly. 
71. no 
72. We need more of them!  Thank you for preserving the natural 

beauty of this State. 
73. They are wonderful and we use many of them throughout the 

year,` 
74. Missouri is such a lovely state.   Thanks for continuing the work 

to bring this area to more people in a sensitive and appropriate 
way. 

75. Most are too over developed  
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76. Please leave this area undeveloped. 
77. Don’t allow any off road ATV vehicles at any State Park.  
78. MO 
79. No 
80. Not sure why this enter acreage should be designated as a 

park and not just have some areas park and the majority 
regulated as MDC does to allow more hunting/fishing etc 
usages. 

81. State parks and historic sites are different and require different 
treatment. 

82. Fire everyone and go back to a minimalist approach to nature. 
Your new parks are designed pics poor and way too over the 
top  

83. forget the historic site - go natural 
84. This would seem to be a great place to highlight natural water 

protection to the River such as Riparian corridor, etc. 
85. I love Missouri State Parks and Historic Sites, thank you!! 

Continue expanding education to local communities 
86. They are great. Thanks  
87. Camping and time spent in nature has become very popular 

since the Covid pandemic. We need additional camping 
opportunities. 

88. Don’t commercialize  
89. I have been very impressed with all of the Missouri State parks 

I have visited.  
90. Have interpretive signage to tell the history. I have visited every 

Missouri State Park location and I am excited about this 
location being added.  

91. Expand more trail access for horseback riding to avoid erosion 
issues.  Limit to seasonal/wet weather access when 
appropriate. 

92. I fully support our parks and am so excited to see Eleven Point 
State Park open to the public soon!  

93. No 
94. Our MO State Parks system is an absolute treasure. 

95. Protect them for generations to come 
96. Missouri has a GREAT State Park System!! 
97. We must preserve these natural historic landscapes. 
98. Doing a good job.  Keep it up.   
99. See above 

100. I like the little informational plaques at the mills with history of 
the area.  

101. Love them! 
102. Ditto for above.  Parks need to be places people can connect 

with nature and not have their experience compromised with 
noisy machines —they should be a place wh basic amenities 
such as tent camping and perhaps a lodge for those not willing 
or able to do tent camping. And of course appropriate provisions 
for all, regardless of physical abilities, to experience nature   

103. Let's not impact any more than we have and only improve 
trails- let's not allow any motor type assists including bikes 

104. I've really noticed that many MO parks have been neglect in the 
last 10 years. This need to be corrected. Stop putting all the 
money and resources in the big parks and concentrate on the 
smaller less visited parks and make them nicer.  

105. Each park should be utilized with native fauna and flora in mind 
first 

106. We can be proud of our state park and historic site system.  
107. Respect nature and let the enjoyment of it be enough, without 

all the invasive features that have ruined Lake of the Ozarks. 
108. Keep up the great work and don't forget the natural resource 

component. 
109. Set aside more natural areas 
110. I love MO state parks and sites!!! I’ve been to 88 of them. 
111. I believe Missouri's State Parks are among the best in the 

country. 
112. Charge admission to support expenses 
113. I love MO state parks! They're a treasure we can all enjoy and 

should protect the natural beauty of 
114. Restore wildlife and natural habitat for wildlife.   
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115. Like to know the history of the area. 
116. For the most part the DNR does a very good job. There a 

exceptions now and then. 
117. Allow no commercial development  
118. More information on parks & sites  
119. See above 
120. I'm a born-and-raised Missourian, and regularly visit our 

Conservation areas, Natural Areas, NF NWF, and State Parks for 
all my 72 years. We need to make sure we keep our public 
areas as natural as possible for generations to come to enjoy. 

121. Stewardship of a great gift 
122. Primitive camping is all we need.  
123. Primitive camping only 
124. Less is more 
125. We don't need any in the Eleven Point River area. 
126. Thank you for your work to protect significant sites! 
127. This would be a great addition to the MSP! 
128. Missouri State Parks are a wonderful addition to the 

recreational activities of Missouri.  I would like to see a better 
discount to the camping fees for seniors.  

129. I LOVE MO STATE PARKS! I would like to take a moment to just 
say thank you! I was born here in MO and have spent most of 
my life in MO and I cherish the park infrastructure and nature 
focused recreation we have access to here in MO (especially 
compared to other places in the Midwest). I work in local gov so 
I know that hateful feedback can be disheartening sometimes, 
so I want to share my appreciation.  

130. Missouri State Parks are doing great!  
131. I’ve been to many of our Missouri State Parks & just treasure all 

the ones I’ve been to. Keep up the good work! 
132. LEAVE THEM NATURAL 
133. We have an excellent state park system that is wonderfully 

managed by dedicated professionals.  Our state parks are 
among the jewels in the Missouri crown.  Kudos to all 

responsible for preserving, interpreting, and managing state 
parks to the benefit of the public. 

134. Great system.  
135. Keep up the good work! 
136. I would love it if Missouri bought more land for conservation 

purposes. 
137. The rock house should have a Beatles recognition along with a 

visitor center  
138. The people of Missouri are blessed, and lucky, to have such an 

outstanding State parks system that offers something for 
everyone, and works closely to other state agencies and local 
agencies to maximize their resources. 

139. Am more and more impressed the more parks and historic 
sites I visit. Good work. 

140. The state shouldn't have large, lodge type parks like Echo Bluff 
141. We have enough. 
142. I generally support the work that MO does with parks, however; 

this park was acquired without public notice and now appears to 
be wanting to compete with existing venues so I think that THIS 
particular property is tainted. 

143. They seem well-managed and are appreciated by me and my 
spouse. 

144. Love the state parks and historic sites.  
145. Protecting our natural resources is very important and the 

Eleven point River is one our most important high quality 
streams in the state of Missouri. 

146. Don't over develop the site. 
147. Parks are a good use of tax money.  
148. MO 
149. keep up the good work 
150. I love our parks!  We use them a lot as a family, and we are 

grateful for the opportunities the conservation tax provides for 
residents.  

151. Larger RVs should be limited. 
152. You are doing a great job! Keep it up.  
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153. No
154. When camping we always use state parks
155. You do a very good job considering how little funding you 

receive.
156. Make it handicap and old people friendly
157. a great resource, especially for most of us who do not own land
158. Leave nature alone if we build there is won’t be good for the 

environment that has grown on its own
159. Keep up the good work!  Increase law enforcement!
160. No other comments at this time
161. I think state parks and historic sites are worthwhile causes
162. Our family loves echo bluff and would like to see a similar park 

built in the area
163. I have a background and remodeling and construction. I would 

love to help take part of this. I would quit my job immediately 
and come to work at the Pigman ranch. I am within 10 miles lol.  
Don’t forget

164. Leave the locals to their privacy
165. Please preserve the natural features and native plants. Echo 

Bluff is lovely, but it's appalling that the lodge blocks the entirety 
of the beautiful bluffs along Sinking Creek.

166. Missouri has done a superb job of attaining land for state parks 
and of maintaining such.  Please keep up the good work and 
know every day that your work is appreciated and will continue 
to be so in the years to come.

167. Wish water was available in all parks
168. Return to six month booking window.
169. Less development.  Do not repeat Echo Bluff
170. get a better online camping registration program - Missouri’s is 

user unfriendly - other states have much better websites
171. Managing an area such as that is a very big responsibility and 

letting the land grow up the way it is, in my opinion, is not the 
proper way to maintain it. While I think it’s great that it will bring 
jobs and tourism to the area. I also think someone can bite off

more then they can chew. Use the resources that you have to 
gain funding. Such as selling some of the land.  

172. Leave nature alone just give us access to enjoy it without
destroying it

173. They are great! But more could be done to upgrade trails so
they erode less and can be used in more seasons.  More also
can be done to make restroom facilities closer for those who
cannot walk far.

174. Mo
175. No
176. Would love to see a park that mirrors the programming and the

variety of accommodations (camping cabins, lodge, tent sites)
Custer in South Dakota

177. Bathroom upgrades.  Recent visit to an Oklahoma state park
and facilities are too notch.  Missouri can do better.

178. Stop closing amenities during the fall season so early.  Oct/Nov
is prime hiking season.

179. Enforce the rules in campgrounds and on the rivers.  We can't
even take kids on the rivers on the weekends anymore!

180. I love our state parks and really appreciate y'all
181. Year around trash dumpsters/ and cans so people don’t litter.
182. No
183. Love our parks!
184. This is such a magical river. It's one of the only rivers that isn't

totally clogged with drunk-ness and liter. Please leave it as it is.
185. no
186. More improved camping
187. .
188. You hit a home run on your development of echo bluff in

Shannon county. It was a very needed boost to their economy.
Please continue this plan into other counties where help is
needed.

189. I love all the parks
190. MO
191. No
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192. Paddling in the Ozarks is world class and under-utilized.  Some
additional infrastructure such as more boat launches and
campsites would make it more accessible.

193. MO parks are great
194. Just have minimal impact to the park. And I am so glad we

saved it!! Multiple times! Very proud to be a part of that!
195. No
196. Most of them are beautiful!
197. Please don't ruin this beautiful area. Take the park elsewhere.
198. More ranger patrols on land and the Eleven Point River
199. Make sure keep up with what have
200. None
201. If you are going to take a place that is payed for by the tax

payers and turn it into a “State Park” make it presentable, to say
it is a “park”.

202. Be nice to have more guided birding/nature walks. Walks for
different ages, children, young adults, and senior walks.

203. I thank everyone involved with making Missouri State Parks
great.  To whoever actually reads this. Thank you and have a
wonderful day.

204. Keep preserving as many areas as you possibly can before they
are gone

205. Please increase nature programs at all parks
206. MO
207. Bow hunting
208. Love them all!
209. Our state parks are such a nice part of our beautiful state.
210. Modernize infrastructure: Plumbing (primarily) & electricity.
211. They are great
212. Stop planning meetings that are purposely intended to exclude

those impacted most.  It negatively affects your ability to serve
your state.

213. the park needs to be used soon, more natural not so
commercial

214. Not necessarily, overall we are lucky to have such great places
to visit.

215. I appreciate all of the park sites.
216. No
217. The state parks need to remain as wild and scenic as possible.

Make every effort to maintain the wilderness.
218. More basic camp sites at Echo Bluff
219. We have great State Parks. I always wanted there to be either a

bike path or some kind of shuttle connecting St. Louis to the
Katy Trail State Park.

220. World class. Thanks for keeping them open, free, and of top
notch quality.

221. No
222. No
223. Leave it alone. Keep it up an natural
224. Love state parks!  Sometimes i wonder if we are going to love

them to death, but most of the folks visiting do tend to take care
of them.

225. No
226. no
227. Parks are becoming too RV friendly. More primitive camping

areas are needed.
228. Enforce quiet times
229. keep them as basic and natural as possible
230. Try to be thoughtful if local communities and residents.
231. "Fancy" state park centers and lodging such as the more

recent facilities at Johnson shutins and Echo bluff seem in poor
taste in terms of the best utilization of funding received by state
parks.

232. Sale land
233. Need more maintenance
234. It's difficult to camp during winter when water is turned off.
235. No
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236. Other concepts could be added in the future if public use
demands it and is reasonable for the natural and wild character
of a park.

237. Another trout park could reduce the strain on the existing parks
238. I believe MO State Parks are underfunded for the amount of

acreages and sites they manage.
239. MO parks are great.
240. I think it’d be amazing to add something with hiking/trails. It’d

give everyone more to explore and more to do! I’d love the idea
of some sort of play area as well.

241. It should be open for the public to use
242. Use them! Take care of park!
243. Mo
244. Basic maintenance on shower houses. Example, at Montauk

shower stalls not having a shelf or bench for placing your things
while showering

245. I'm really enjoying Missouri State Parks and look forward to
spending many more years and then. Thank you for your hard
work.

246. Just keep it natural
247. Create a school to parks connection with local teachers to get

more kids engaged with the outdoors...zoom with educators and
their classes about a park in their district- create a monthly
photo scavenger hunt in the parks for specific things to find or
see based on the season with people able to post to a social
media account and tag MO state parks

248. I have noticed many upgrades throughout several of the parks.
Thank you.

249. It is important to me that real, live humans doing interpretive
programs be put to the forefront over waysides, kiosks or such. I
remember people telling stories long after the waysides have

fallen. They are not an afterthought, but something primary to 
the state park experience. 

250. Good advertising about what is going on.
251. Continue upgrading aging facilities as you have been doing the

past several years.
252. No
253. Former resident of Van Buren and frequent Eleven  point

camper and canoer
254. No
255. No
256. Please develop more full hook up sites at state parks. We have

very few park with fewer number of full hook ups. Full hook up
sites are always booked very rare to find

257. Showcase history at events and structures
258. No
259. Thank you!
260. More Full hookup Campgrounds, update what you have and

make more.
261. Allow more hunting opportunities
262. It'd be great to see some new parks developed in the northern

part of the state.
263. I'd like to see expanded mtn. bike trails at Babler State Park in

St. Louis County.
264. N/A
265. Keep up the good work!
266. I love the unique history represented at many SP. Watkins Mill,

Echo Bluff, etc
267. Overall you are doing a good job despite the legislature.
268. You folks do a great job.  I am glad I live in Missouri.
269. Most are excellent.
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